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FIRST BATTLE
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IN HOUSE

AYS ENDS IN THE CAPTURE OF THE
CITY OF GOMEZ PALACIOTODAY

ADMITS WILSON WINS THE CHIEF HANDLES A
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-
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WITH THIRST, IS

SUFFERING

TIENT

Villa Reported Killed
27.

Eagle Pass, Tex.,. March
though telegraph communication Is interrupted between Pledras Negras and
Torreon, the federal officials are mak
ing public many dispatches purporting
to describe the fight. This morning it
was announced by the federals that
General Villa had been killed by the
explosion of a mine. Copies of this
message were posted in the streets.
Las Vacae, opposite Del Rio, Texas,
has again 'been evacuated by the fed
erals, who have withdrawn to San
25 miles in the Interior. Rebels
Carlos,
THE C0S1MANDER IN THE LINE WITH HIS MEN are now camped above Las Vacas and
are importing large quantities of arms
and ammunition. Two machine guns,
35 rifles and 60,000 rounds of ammuFormer Rebel Chieftain, Despite Bis Record as Murderer, Shows nition have heen taken across the
border at Langtry, and other large
Both Bravery and Skill, Taking no Advantage of His Rank to
shipments are awaiting the inspection
Die
Wounded
of
the
Seek Shelter From Bullets Many
of customs officers.

VICTORIOUS

MUST

Place Is Important Suburb

''""- -

Villa is Confident
'
"When we take Torreon, which we
will do," said General Villa, mopping
the dust from his face as he sat on
his horse, "we will establish our mili
tary base there for movements eastward and southward. Chihuahua with
General Carranxa there will become
the provisional capital. It will be the
center of our civil government But
tha military government will be here
and it will be a moving government.
One force will the sent south to attack
Zacatecas and then follow up the na
tional railroad toward Aguas Calien- tes. Another force will start east to
Wounded Die of Thirst
The most? pitiable of all the heart- pursue the federal at Saltillo and Mon
will give
rending spectacles of the battle were terey. The fall of Monterey
wathe
us
half
of
for
republic."
wounded
crying
the disabled
ter. The lack of this was as deadly
'
Praises for Villa
as bullets, for many wounded died of
March 27 The re
Mex.,
Juarez,
corps,
The
meager
hospital
thirst
of
did
newspaper dispatches from
ceipt
consisting of a half dozen wagons,
front
the
to
confirming the capture of
unable
was
cope
but
heroic work,
M
with the situation. It was the first Gomez Palacio caused the greatest;'
Genfrom
A
here.
telegram
revolutions
Mexican
rejoicing
time in, recent
that the flagiwf the Red Cross had eral Villa to General Carranza report
been seen in a rebel army. Many a ed the victory at Gomez Palacio and
rebel soldier, as it was learned when news of the repulse of the federal at
the fighting moved elsewhere, saw the tack on Lerdo also was received. The
which was congratulatory in
flag fluttering In the distance, but saw message,
tone, was relayed by wire to Guazman,
it and called to. it in, vain.,
at which point Carranza arrived yes
viii wprte fci-d- ' fi;,
'
a
torn
suit,
terday on his way to Juarez.
Garbed in-,
dusty,
Carranza Is Recognized
slouch hat and a red handkerchief
Villa took occasion to renew his
iSed about his neck as in his bandit
of Carranza as su
days, uenerai viua, among au me iws- acknowledgement
revolution. The
the
of
chief
preme
who have fought day and night for the telegram added that the brigades of
capture of Torreon, has been the' most Generals Benavides, Herrera, Ortega,
concentrated
conspicuous figure. The convenatlonal and Urbina were being
notion of a commanding general di for an assault on Torreon proper.
General Angeles, secretary of war
recting a campaign through field glas
ses and with a map spread before him in the Carranza cabinet, and in charge
found no illustration In him. Instead of the artillery at Gomez Palacio, also
tin .limbed over the rocky hills or telegraphed to the "Jeie Supremo,"
crept among the mesquite bushes to congratulating him on the possession
tell the men at what point to fire. of so efficient a military commander
V
His principal activities were those of as Francisco Villa.
Villa Makes Report
a scout, but his presence never failed
to inspire the soldiers wherever he The text of the Villa message, with
the signifiicant address to Carranza as
appeared.
the "chief of the revolution," reads:
Horror
and
Sufferlnq
"After three days and nights of
The rebels fought amid scenes of
Water
horror.
bloody
and
fighting the enemy has been
mifferins
intonsB
was scarce and was supplied only dislodged from Gomez Palacio and
from tanks, hauled on freight cars at Lerdo. We have not been able to de
their rear, and rations had become un- termine our own losses in killed and
available after the first day's fighting, wounded. All of our cniefs conducted
or fighting was too continuous to per- themselves well and
mit the men retiring for food. Thus splendidly. The artillery was partiwith nothing behind them but a desert cularly effective and to it I must asand before them only the enemy the cribe the panic created in the ranks
rebels fought unaffected by the scat- of the enemy.
"General Angeles commanded the
tered heaps of dead and wounded.
General Villa, during a pause in big guns with his usual ability. The
the firing, talked confidently of the brunt of the fwhtlns was borne by
fall of Torreon. He did not place the Villa and Morelos brigades, the
himself, however, among those who latter commanded by General Urbina.
believe the capture of Toreron would All of the generals combine with' me
spell the collup.se of the Huerta re- in sending "best wishes."
gime in Mexico, but intimated rather General Angeles' telegram read:
that he expected Huerta to fight on "Today we routed the enemy from
until possibly the rebel forces shall Gomez Palacio after three clays of
leave to surround Mexico City Itself. sanguinary conflict, I am very much
'

.

J

'
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The Embassy Denies Story
Washington, March 27, The Mexican embassy today received the following dispatch from the Mexican consul, Senor Diebold, at El Paso:
"Rebels have been severely defeat
ed at Torreon. A column of 5,000
troops under General Moure have left
Saltillo in a flanking movement to re
inforce the garrison. The rebels last
week also suffered a severe repulse
at Monclova, losing over 1,000 men,
as weir as at Arteagn, where the
losses were over 1,000."
To Sink Huerta Ships
Douglas, "Ariz., March 27. Notice
that any ships employed in the service of the Huerta government would
be sunk by rebel warships was pub

lished here today by Roberto Pesquel-r- a,
confidential agent of General Carranza, in the form of a message from
Obregon, commanding the constitution
alist forces on the west coast of
Mexico. The message reads:
"In view of the fact that warships
purchased by the constitutionalist government will arrive on the west coast
in the near future, I hereby notify all
ship owners that our vessels have
strict orders to proceed against any
ships employed by or in the service
of the Huerta government. Ships of
any nationality carrying munitions of
war for the usurper government of
Huerta will be sunk without preliminary.
"(Signed) ALVARO OBREGON."
WOOL MARKET FIRM
Boston, March 27. The Commercial
Bulletin will say of the wool market

'
':
tomorrow:
a;
Volume
the
of business has
"While
been large,:ipricts have been firmly
maintained during the week and if anything, are quotably higher. Supplies
of domestic wool are exteremely lim
ited. Sales of foreign wool have been
principally of merinos and medium to
fine cross breds.
"Advices from abroad indicate a
firm market everywhere with prices
against the buyer. Further advances
on staple goods are reported in the
New York, dry goods market and prices on tops and yarns are strengthen-

ing.

'

,

CARDEN CANCELS BOOKING
London, March 27 Sir Lionel Car- den, British minister to Mexico, today
cancelled his booking on bonrd the
Mauretania, on which ha was to sail
from Liverpool tomorrow for New
York on his return to Mexico City.
It Is understood there is a possibility
of Sir Lionel going direct to Rio de
Janeiro to take up his post as minister to Brazil instead of returning to
Mexico. This, however, has not been
definitely decided. The 'only statement the foreign office would authorize was that. Sir Lionel's passage to
New York had been cancelled and
that no (We had been fixed for his
return to Mexico City.

STATUS

ESTABLISH

COURT CANNOT TAKE JURISDICi
TION WHILE, SANITY OF MAN

Will Move on Torreon, of Which Captured

At Constitutionalist Headquarters,
Above Torreon, March. 26 (delayed by
censor) General Villa and his, rebel
inces-sen- t
army, after four days of almost
which
victory
fighting during
seemed first with one Bide and then
with the other, occupied Gomez Falacio' today, 'iosses on both. Bides have
been heavy. The rebels delivered
three assaults before permanent success was achieved, and at times the
battle expanded into the streets leading into Torreon proper.
Villa predicts that he will have the
latter city by Saturday or Sunday.

j

Al-

OVER FEDERALS

on the Field for Lack of Water Huerta Regime
Expected to Stand Until the Capital of Mexico
Is Taken by the Rebel Forces

TJJRN TO ARMY

"TO ESCAPE

SiH

JOHN

HE ATTENDS

FRENCH

PEESENT CLA1K

TWO MEETINGS

THE MINISTERS

OF THE

DESPITE

RESIGNATION

IS UNDETERMINED

Concord, K IL; March 27 The final
brief on behalf of Harry K. Thaw, on
his petition for A writ of habeas corpus and for admission to bail pending
a decision on the question of extradition, was filed in the United States
district court by counsel today.
The document lays stress on the
claim that the statute under which
Thaw originally was committed to the
insane asylum at Matteawan la un
constitutional and therefore it was not
a crime for him to escape from cus
tody: that an Insane person cannot
commit a crime and accordingly can
not be extradited on a charge of committing a crime: that Thaw's sanity
or insanity must be decided before It
can be determined that there is juris
diction to extradite him; and that he
is not a fugitive from justice within
the meaning of the federal law.
As to hail, counsel maintains that
a defendant is eititled to it in a
misdemeanor cass. The brief , concludes:. j: ;.;,j.
"The purpose, of the state of New
York being to' return Thaw to Matte
awan, it is making a misuse of the
itfc
extradition laws to accomplish
should
discharged."
be
end. Thaw
.

.',..

London, March 27 Field Marshal
Sir John French and Adjutant General
Sir John Ewart stood firmly to their
resignations today in spite of the efforts of the king and the cabinet ministers to induce them to retain their
posts as tho working heads of the
British army.
After a long cabinet meeting Premier Asquith announced to the house
of commons that neither the chief of
the general staff nor the adjutant
general would give way.
Premier Asquith reached the house
of commonB straight from the second of two cobinet meetings held today, both of which were attended by
the chief of the general staff, Field
Marshal Sir John French. The premier said the question involved great
complexity and difficulty and seemed
to the government to require very full
consideration. A partial or provisional statement would bo unsatisfactory, he said.
'Field Marshal Si)-- John French,
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BEATEN AND
D. NEBENZAHL
RUN OUT OF TOWN BY HEAD
OF POLICE FORCE

,

pleased with the conduct of the
troops and the manner in which their
NO GEIME OFFICERS
EXEMPTION
COMMITTED
AEJ STILL; OUT TEE
generals led them, but above all I am HE
pleased with General Villa who has
heart
proved himself a man or strong
'
DOCUMENT DECLARES IT IS NOT DESPITE REQUEST OF THE CABI- IT APPEARS THAT THE PRESI-DEand high principles.'
NET THEY REFUSE TO RE- IS LIKELY TO HAVE
FOR ASYLUM PAUNLAWFU

TPS

'

uaee; aovakces to gisls

SPEAKER

10

SECLUDED PLACES

AGAINST
SAYS

THREE MISSES UNDER
YEARS OF AGE TO GO TO

INDUCED

HIS OWN WAY

VOTES

BRUTE

ROUGHLY

ATTORNEYS FINISH THEIR FIGHT PREMIER TALKS ABOUT ULSTER THAT BODY REFUSES TO DISCUS3
SITUATION IN HOUSE OF
FURTHER PROVISION TO
TO PREVENT EXTRADITION
LIMIT DEBATE
COMMONS
BY NEW YORK
i

VILLA :S ARMY, HUNGRY

I11AN

IT

BEFORE

VOTE IS TAKEN

HE WILL
OPPOSE CLOTURE,

Washington, March 27. Flushed
with victory, administration, supporters predicted passage of the Panama
canal tolls gxemption repeal bill by
a heavy majority. They declared
many of those whq had voted against
the previous questions would be willing to vote for the bill itself.
News of the vote was hurried to the
White House, where President Wilson
learned of it just before, leaving to attend an entertainment at Fort IVlyer.
With the first obstacles out of the
way the house settled down to consid
eration of the repeal bill. Democrats
in Its favor were allotted ten hours;
democrats againBt it five; republicans
four, and progressives one. Repre
sentative Sims, author of the bill, led
of the debate.
Mr. Sims coupled his arguments for
the repeal with a denunciation of the
uemocrats who aligned themselves
with the opposition and declared that
if he believed, as it nad been charged.
' v
't'.it the t r v.d'Mif 1 '

n Ai!rn
HAD

TH

BEEN

SUNDAY,

PF

pf'rrr-

IN THE CITY SINCE
STOPPING AT LEAD-

ING HOSTELRY

For vilely making ooscene advances
to three young girls,, J. D. Nobenzahl
was given a severe beating late yesterday afternoon and run out of the city
by Chief of Police Ben Coles. Aa
Nebenzahl could have been prosecuted
for no other offense than exposing the
person, which would have meant 15,
days in jail, and could not possibly
have been punished in a manner commensurate with the enormity of thw
crime, the chief of police adopted tnt
It is likely, too,
policy he followed.
had Nebenzahl been placed in jail, that
he would have met with violence from
the friends and relatives of the girls.
Nebenzahl, a commercial man, enticed three young girls, none of whom
was more than ten years of age, to
places hidden from the public eye and
there made indecent advances and exposures. The girls are daughters of
prominent families.
Chief of Police Coles, tavlns sm
.

'

head of the British army, was called tote treaty he would feel au a moral
Into the meeting of the cabinet min coward if he did not immediately ask
isters today to discuss his position for the chief executire's impeachment
with them.
by the house of representatives.
The session Of the cabinet contin
"Is It reasonable to suppose," he
ued three hours. It was said that asked, "that the great masses of the
the ministers found difficulty in re- people are going to believe that the
!
pairing the rift' in the army organi president of the United States, who
TODAY IN CONGRESS
zation caused by the blow given to it has direct charge of thfi enforcement
'
I
I
by the resignations of Sir John French of all our treaties with foreign coun
and Lieutenant General Sir John tries, Is going to surrender the right
Washington, March 27. Senate: Spencer Ewart, adjutant, general to of the American people, whose trusted
Met at noon.
the forces.
representative he ia, by accepting an
Senator Gallinger introduced a resNo solution of the difficulty con erroneous contsruction of a treaty on
olution reaffirming the right of the fronting the British government was the unwarranted demand of any one
United State to grant' tolls exemp- reached at the cabinet council this or all of the foreign nations of the
tion in the Panama canal zone.
morning, and it was aimounced that. world?"
ministers
House: Met at noon.
the
of
27.
March
President
another meeting
Washington,
The entire time of the session was would discuss the matter before Pre Wilson won the first battle of his
devoted to a fight over the Panama mier Asquith appeared, in the house fight to repeal the Panama tolls ex'
tolls repeal.
of commons. The lobbies of the house emption today when the house, by a
of parliament were crowded, and all vote of 207 to 176, refused to con
RECRUITS FOR PRISON
kinds of rumors were in circulation.
tinue discussion on the rule to limit to
Santa Fe, March 27. The courts at
He announced the issued of a new 20 hours discussion debate on the
Silver city, Portales( and Carrizozo, army order intended to prescribe the repeal bill.
n're sendine" recruits to the state peni
duties both of the war office and of
When the Panama tolls fight was
Silver
Reymundo
At
City
tentiary.
officers on service in contingencies resumed in the house today the batGonzales pleaded guilty to manslaugn such as of Ulster. The order forbids tle lines were drawn in this manner:
ter. He had been charged with the supervisor? asking officers and solFifty-fiv- e
minutes remained for demurder of Catarino Munon but it Is diers what they will do in hypohetical bate on the special rule to limit disbelieved that Munoz died because of contingencies and is designed to pre- cussion to 20 hours on the Sims bill
lack of prompt medical attention.
vent a repetition of General Sir Ar- to repeal the exemption for coastwise
Pacheco was found guilty of as thur Paget's action. It also prohibits ships.
sault with a deadly weapon as was nffionra nl Knlrtiera from asking for
Chairman Henry of- the rules comalso James A. Lucas, the latter being assurances, andVsets forth the duties mittee, leading that phase of the
charged with ' taking two shots at of the armv almost' in the words of fight for. the administration forces,
Bert Mattox: Victor Mendoza was thQ KtntemMit which.' when Colonel was ready at the conclusion of the
found guilty of petit larceny for taking Seelelv's amendments had been added, 55 minutes to move the previous quesmaneuver to
a coat from Fred H. Williams. At 'became the crux of the whole contro tion, a parliamentary
Portales, the grand jury returned four versy.
shut off debate on the rule and force
indictments: William T. Chenault,
The inclusion of soldiers with offi a vote, the first real test of strength.
charged with enticing and seducing cers in the terms of the order is the
Opponents of the administration
a minor and having a minor in his monii r,f tho attitude taken by the program, strengthened by Speaker
possession for evil purposes; James labor members of the debates, and is Clark's vigorous denunciation of the
Brown for killing quail out of season; intended as a compromise.
attempt at cloture and renewed by
Fred Robertson, carrying a deadly
The leader of the opposition de- his declaration that he would vote
weapon. John R. Darnell, formerly of clared the new order to be the result
limiting debate, were preparStanley, Santa Fe county, and Morris of a blunder by the cabinet and by: ed to bring every resource into play
and
M. Bramlett, were discharged on the Colonel
Seeley. The house of commons to beat "the previous question"
thus throw down the bars for unlimcharge of arson.
afterwards adjourned for the day.
In his statement the premier said: ited debate, not only on. the rule, but
Is on the repeal bill itself.
SALE OF HIDES
"The new order to the army
The special rule then was adopted
Loudon, March 27. A' Bale of Capo headed 'discipline.' H has three ar200
to 172. That put the Slins bill to
and
Natal
follows:
as
of Good Hope
sheepskins ticles, which are
in repeal the exemption squarely before
shall
soldier
or
was held today. There were 273,708
officer
lKo
20 hours' debate ami
pelts offered, of which 232,318 were future be questioned by his superior the house for
sold. Bidding was active especially officers as to what attitude he will protected against intervening motions
for coarse and long wooled skins, and adopt or as to his action in the event and arguments.
The list of democrala who voted
of his being required to obey orders
prices advanced from '4A to Vid.
the previous qucsl ion and
against
or
hypothetical
on
future
dependent
the adin hihiini Hon. fol- i.lms
ar;iinst
CONVICTED OF MURDER
contingencies.
"2 An officer or soldier is forbid- lows:
Cripple Creek, Colo., March 27.
Mrs. Jennie Werner was convicted at den in future to ask for assurances as
v ( rew,
t
first decree murder today for the kill- to orders which he may be required to nr. r iai
n
r D i
Li"
, I
Du
tin
a
Roberts,
of
fulfill.
Phillip
miner,
Jr.,
ing
21.
The jury fixed the
on December
' ! ' 1
iCoii'i pin 1 in I
(ContllnHed on rage Five.)
penalty at life Imprisonment.
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he needed. Yesterday evening .tut
took charge of the loathsome cliara.
ter, and after having the young girM
to identify him, gave the man one ofc
the worst beatings possible for his
conduct and forced him to leave th
city in 10 minutes. The chief was so
had
enraged over what Nebenzahl
done that he spared noi .effort to give
that man such punishment, as he himself says, he never inflicted upon a
man before in his life.
The chief probably saved the man'sv
life, for shortly after he had chased
Nebenzahl from the city one of tha
parents entered the chief's office at
the city hall prepared to go the limit
toward getting revenge upon the dis--'
reputable man which meant death.
The cassai was & difficult one to hh.i- dle, and the chief has been commend
ed for his work In effecting the capture of the man and for the course
he pursued.
Nebenzahl had been here for several Wyi, 'ttrrWng Sunday, and hatS
been stopping at the Castaneda hotel.
There he represented himself, as u.
commercial man and from all appearances was respectable, with the exception that the expression of (his facet
eave the man's character away to the
chief, who is a student of character.
He wore good clothes and was accompanied to this city by another man,,
who Is still here. Both men re-'- I, toed from New York.
Nebenzahl Is about 30 years of rr
and of medium size. He wis m
frequently upon the wreets mil in
of the time was watched hy tho t'
One little girl he enticed info
empty house, another Into tl " 1
- '
way of a business block and
into an alley in the downtown d ,
Fortunately the advances lie ru.i.l i
the young girls did not result in c'
Inal assault, but their characN r
such that no punishment cou'j
been too severe.
This is the second case ot I i "
to occur in this city wiihin. i
six months and both were r.
Chief Coles. It should I.t
parents of Ell young eir'n w
necessity of wni:;f tlx in
ing- the acieaiti;c of M.;vi
Bays tao rfeM.
--

1

1

,
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In this inclosure I made nests of boxes
and barrels, set on thf; side, and filled
with straw. I almost closed the front
of each with brush and sticks. The
birds made only two or three attempts
to fly over the fence and get away.
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Then it was necessary, of course, to
round them up and drive them back.
Often the older guinea hens would
nest in the poultry house with the
chickens.
WOMAN WRITING FOR KANSAS
There Is an old time belief that if DESPERATE EFFORT IS MADE TO
FREE SLAYERS OF HERMAN
CITY STAR DISCLOSES A
you put your hand in a guinea nest
ROSENTHAL
SOURCE OF PROFIT
the hen will abandon it. This is a
mistake But I am tempted to believe
New York, March 27 DiESgvejv. of J
A woman writing: in the Kansas Madam Guinea can count as high as
City Star, has the following good word three. If at least three eggs are not a new witness to the flight of the
for the guinea:
left In the nest from day to day she "gray murder car" from the scene of
Two years ago I had an opportunity is likely to move. If many eggs are the shooting of Herman Rosenthal
to buy a email flock of guinea fowls, left in a nest all the hens are likely to was announced yesterday by Charles
four roosters and eignt hens, from a use that one nest When a hen be- G. F. Wahle, of Wahle and Kringel,
neighbor, who was moving to town. I comes broody I put her in a coop counsel to the gunmen, Gyp the Blood
had not kept guinea fowls since I was about two days and she begins laying. Horowitz, Whitey Lewis, Lefty Louie
a girl on my father's farm and they
The eggs require 26 to 28 days to Rosenberg and Dago Frank CIrofici,
had not then the popularity they have hatch. Sometimes the eggs are chip- now under sentence of death for the
since attained as a table fowl. I kept ped 24 hours or more before the chicks crime.
them because I thought them pretty. emerge. The eggs have quite a thick
Samuel Kalmanson, a clerk, of BufFather didn't care for their noise, but tough shell and I find it helps mater- falo, this new witness, declares that
thought them such good burglar ially to sprinkle eggs and nest with immediately after the shooting he saw
alarms he let me keep a pair.
tepid rater three of four times in the on automobile go east along FortyWhen I started oa my later enter- last week o incubation.
third street, with Harry Vallon, pistol
prise at guinea raising my neighbor
The chicks should not be fed for 36 iln hand, standing on its running
new
admitted the guineas had not been, a hours after
hatching. After that they board. Kalmanson Is the first
his story. In
to
oath
good investment for him. They cost should be fed
to
take
wintess
small
in
but
frequently
me $6 and were profitable. So, I de
quantities. When raised with chicken an affidavit made public yesterday by
termined to profit by my neighbor's hens the
young guineas must be Wahle, Kalmanson said:
mistakes and to make a success of watched
"On the night of July 15, 1912, in
for ice the first few
closely
them. I kept a record of the flock's weeks. After the fourth week they company with a young man whom I
egg production and those eight little require little attention, except to be know only by the name of Tony,
hens laid 607 eggs. I sold 180 for housed at
night. If allowed to range visited premises in West Thirty-sixthatching at 5 cents each, $9. I used they will come up at night with crops street, between Broadway and SevZ1G for hatching and set 12 Plymouth
so well filled that tney need not be entb.avenue. We left about 1:30 the
Rock hens on 18 eggs each. The eggs fed. After the chicken hen has left morning of July 16. We walked east
laid late in the season were used on them
street and crossed to
they will not harm the garden, on Thirty-sixt- h
our table or sold to regular custom- and the number of
of
east
side
the
and
grassBroadway; we walked
bugs
ers. Although smaller than hen eggs,
catch is amazing. They up the east side of Broadway until
they
hoppers
tbey brought the same price because grow rapidly. Young hatched in June we reached the soutneast corner of
many like the gamiity flavor of the and July will be well feathered before Broadway and Forty-thir- d
street, and
guinea egg.
cold weather and will be ready to then proceeded ' ast on the south side
From my 216 eggs I got 150 guinea market as
street, going toward
squabs in Octobor and No- of Forty-rthirchicks. I raised more than 100 of vember.
Sixth avenue.
them to marketable size. The first
"As we reached the entrance to
The meat Is dark and very tender.
week in November I sold at one time It has a delicious
street
gamey flavor. The Cohan's theater on Forty-sixt-h
50 of the squab guineas to a fashiona
the
or
of
broiled
an
noticed
I
be
fried;
light
automobile,
squabs may
able club In a nearby city. They were older fowls roasted. At
city hotels color, the hood of which was up,
for the club's anniversary dinner and
they are served for $1.50 each, or $1 standing on the south side of the
the following week the club's steward a half portion.
street. The engine of the automobile
wrote me he felt safe in ordering SO
While guineas do not grow to 'be was working.
more squabs from me the next year.
"We proceeded east about 50 feet
very large, there is very little waste
They brought me 65 cents each alive to them. They weigh not more than
;wlien I heard shooting, and both my
and delivered.
four pounds when full grown. The friend Tony and I ran toward Sixth
Besides those used on our table I
head and bones are very small. avenue. When we got to a distance
feet,
sold 40 at 85 cents each. To get that
The cocks are a trifle larger than the of about 150 feet west of Sixth avenue
price, however, it was necessary to hens and have a cry1 more shrill.
I turned around, and as I did so,
dress them and deliver to families in
automo
saw the same
I
found
have
guineas
Altogether,
town. In some cases I sold them in
more profitable and desirable than bile come along.
lots of five or more to be used for
"There stood on the running board
anything in the poultry line. They
party dinners.
are fine foragers and require less feed of that automobile a man whom I
for
demand
Whether the present big
and attention than chickens or tur- now know to be Harry Vallon, the
guineas is due to scarcity of fowls
keys.
They are hardy and not sus- said Harry Vallon having at that time
1
do
with that particular wild flavor
to colds ail d roup. Lice and when 1 saw the machine coming along,
ceptible
not know. But it isy't ours "tk rea
do not seem to abound a pistol in his hand. Harry Vallon
other
parasites
to
we
are
son why" so long as
awake
on chickens. They are was on the running board nearest the
as
on
them
the 'growing demand and stand ready
fine "watch dogs," giving a shrill curb as the machine passed me."
to profit by it
unusual comes
Kalmanson adds mat he and Tony
I sold all my guineas at a good warning cry if anything
or
near
them
day
night
company at Sixth avenue and
parted
price, the same the city merchants
There is a white guinea that is be- Forty-firs- t
street, where the former
were getting for guineas. I made a
I prer took a car for Twelfth street
and
good profit, for my birds were in a No. coming popular just now, but
I Avenue A, whence he went home
1 condition, tender and fat. My neigh- fer the old fashioned speckled kind.
bor's guineas had been in good condi- think it is prettier and perhaps a lit- Three or four months ago he told his
present employer, he says, of having
tion when he sold them at a loss to tle hardier.
been in the neighlorhood when Rosen
Since the laws relative to the
chicken hucksters and neighbors. I
use of bird feathers have be- thal was shot, and on his employer's
found a ready market and could have
come so stringent, there is a growing advice wrote to Joseph A. Shay, at
sold many more.
A serious mistake in raising guineas demand for feathers from barnyard torney for Charles Becker.
Shay referred Kalmanson to Wahle
is to clip the feathers of one wing to fowls. Recently I was talking with a
prevent them from wandering, to some buyer for a wholesale millinery house and after some correspondence Kal
extent. It also decreases the egg pro- and he wants to arrange to buy my manson came on to New York, went
duction, for as soon as the wing is guinea feathers this fall. Probably the over the ground again, and last
clipped nature goes to work to mend price will not be large, but it will pay Thursday made his affidavit
"I make this affidavit," Kalmanson
It and takes elements that should go for the small trouble of saving and
"because I am convinced
during the feathers. We In the coun- concludes,
into egg production to do it.
the
look
must
for
from
Vallon did not tell the
bythat
is
acre
an
profit
Harry
of
about
try
My poultry yard
truth and because I saw Harry Vallon
Inclosed with
poultry wire fence. products.
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OUR LAST AFTER SUPPER SALE WAS SO SUCCESSFUL WE HAVE DECIDED TO HAVE A BARGAIN SATURDAY AND IN
NECTION WITH OUR SPECIAL CORSET WEEK. LISTED HERE ARE SOME WONDERFUL VALUES THEY SHOW THE BUYING
OF A GREAT STORE LIKE THIS.
,

CON-

'

THESE ITEMS WILL BE SOLD ONLY DURING THE HOURS MENTIONED

Saturday Morning 9 to 12
bars Ivory Soap
..
cans Sugar Corn
6
cans Tomatoes
...
5
packages Quaker Oats
10 yards 10c yard wide Bleached Muslin
35c Embroidered Aprons

.....50c

of

new

trimmed.

Reglar price $7.50.
miss these at $5.98.

Don't

AND FOR CASH ONLY.

yards American Prints
; . .55o
15c box
Arbor Series Toilet Soap.
Assorted odors Violet, Rose, Heliotrops, etc., 3 cakes to Box.
10c DeLong (rust proof) Hooks and Eyes, card.. ....
.....5c,
Men's Muleskin Gauntlet Gloves, per pair...
Wzc
10

40c EMBR0IDERIED

DRESS PAT-

$7.50 BATIENBURG

PILLOW CASES 23c

$9.75

LUNCH CLOTHS

42x36 Embroidered Pillow

Our regular $12.50 exclusive new Dress Patterns in
Silk Crepe and novelty
weaves. All the wanted colors are included In this lot.
Saturday morning $9.75

spring

dresses in white and fancy
crepe. Large variety of patterns, all nicely

.....17c

.,

TERNS

$5.98
One lot

.50c
50c
50c
65c

$12.50

"

Saturday Evening 7 to 9:30

13
7

$7.50 SPRING DRESSES

'

Cases,

'

54 inch

Inch hemstitched,

3

several

different

A good

value at

Saturday evening

Battenburg Lunch

Cloths made of good quality,

Several

full count linen.

patterns.
40o

$3.69

each

dif-

ferent designs, an unusual

each 23c

bargain at

$3.69

h
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You need not learn cooking all over again in order
to cook with

Use any recipes you know and like, merely use
would butter or lard.

less Cottolene than you

one-thi- rd

would of other shortenings you'd have
TOO MUCH, for Cottolene goes much
FARTHER, though it COSTS far
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Ortlcr a pail of
Cnttolpns today, also drop us a postal

wrsuuti by five leading cooking authorities.
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Recently J. A. Sulivan, who was the
bailiff in charge of the Jury at the
Cooper trial, made an alleged confession to the effect that the jurymen had been plentifully supplied
with liquor while they were considering the case and that money had been
used to influence their decision. As
a result of the story told by Sullivan

tl
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The Forty Year Test
article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public in 1872.
From a small beginning It has erown
jin favor and popularity until It has
death.'.'
attained a world wide
You
The district attorneys office heard will find nothing better reputation.
for a cough or
with some interest of the affidavit by cold. Try It and you will understand
Kalmanson. It is regarded there, how- why It is a favorite after a period of
more than forty years. It not only
ever, as being of itnerest rather than
gives reliefit cures. For sale by all
of importance.
dealers. Adv.
Wahle said yesterday that he was
satisfied the four gunmen would be TO CHECK LAND SPECULATION
reprieved, at least, by Governor Glynn.
Olympia, Wash., March 27. As one
Because of theiriihportance in the of the preliminary eteps toward solvnew trial of Becker, Wahle believes, ing the problem of caring for the inthe cause of justice, if no other con- flux of foreign immigrants that is exsideration, will move the governor to pected to follow the opening of the
conference to
postpone their execution until Becker Panama canal a two-daagain faces a jury, which is likely to discuss the land problem was begun
be In May.
here today under the direction of Secretary of State L M. Howell. The
A pain in the side or back that problem is to get the lands from the
catches you when you straighten up ownership and control of the speccall" for a rubbing application of BALulators eo that they may ne disposed
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permits of to homeseekers at prices that will
motion without suffering or inconven- enable them to become producers inience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per stead of undesirables in crowded citbottle.
Sold by Central Drug Mo.
ies. It is planned, either through taxAdv.
ation or legislation, to rorce the specATTORNEY ACCUSED OF BRIBERY ulators to give up the lands which
they are now holding unimproved.
Grand Forks, N. D., March 27.
Tracy E. Bangs, at one time United
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
States district attorney for North DaTake Foley's Honey and Tar Comkota and a former supreme chancellor pound for
an Inflamed and congested
of the Knights ofPythias, was ar- condition of the air passages and hron- raigned in court here today for a pre- chial tubes. A cold develops oulcklv
liminary hearing on a charge of brib- if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe
and pneumonia are dangerous posslbil-ities- .
ery in the McLain Cooper murder
Harsh
coughs weaken the
trial two years ago.- Bangs Is one of system, but racking
Foley's Honey ami Tar is
the hest known lawyers in the north- safe, pure and certain in results. Conwest. He has been attorney for the tains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
defense in many noted murder cases Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and three years ago he successfully
defeMed Judge Cowan in impeach
ment proceedings.
Bangs was the attorney for McLain
CAPITAL PAID IN
Cooper when the latter was tried here
1100,000.00
In 1912 on a charge of murder. Coop
er, who was but 19 years old at the
'"'.-- "- time, was accused of having shot and
killed Charles Ross, who had served
1.1
as foreman on the Cooper farm near
Hillsboro.
The case was brought to
this county on a change of venue. At
J. M. Cunningham, Preside it
the trial young Cooper alleged that
Frank Springer,
he had fired the fatal shot in
The jury was out thirty-si- x
hours and returned a verdict of not
with a pistol in his hand on that automobile at the time I have stated. I
make this affidavit because my conscience compels me to do so in Justice
to those who await the judgment of

guilty.
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Chronic Stomach Troubln Cured
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an aliment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
"About one year ago," says p. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
SANTA FE REPUBLICANS

Santa Fj March 27. At well attended primaries last night the republicans elected delegates to the city
convention which meets on Saturday
afternoon at 2 o'clock. The republicans were united and enthusiastic.
Candidates were recommended for
five aldermen.
Sentiment seems to
be veering in favor of E. F. Gromley,
a pioneer business man," for the mayoralty, although the friends of Jose
D. Sena desire him to run again and
the friends of W. G. Sargent could
easily force his nomination, while
there is also a strong determination
to nominate A.
Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism.. It la a. nnw.
erful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle, gold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
A LONG JOURNEY

"

1

C

f

the state's attorney swore out warrants for Bangs and five others alleged to have been implicated in 'the attempted bribery. Among those accused are Harry Cooper, the wealthy
father of McLain Cooper, J. C. Mann,
who is alleged to have been the
in the transaction, and Mc
Lain Cooper, the defendant in the
trial. Since his aranUtm the latter
Has been engaged in fruit farming in
Oregon,

friends of Adjutant
General Harry T. Herring, expect to
go in a few days to the Rio do los
Frijoles to view the clirf dwellings
and then to the upper Pecos for several days before starting for Albuquerque, Socorro, Magdalena, Grand Canyon and then along the Sierra Nevada
to- - Oregon. , The
trip to the cliff
dwellings will be made in an automobile; but the long journey is to be on
horseback and is tp. take six months.
Former Game Warden Page B. Otero,
a woodscraftsman, is to accompany
them on this pilgrimage.
of Los, Angeles,

YOUR FRECKLES
Need Attention In February and
March or Face Will Stay
Covered
Now Is the time to take special
care of the complexion If you wish It
to look) well the rest of the year. The
.

February and March winds have a
strong tendency to bring out freckles
that my stay all summer unless reo use
Now Is the time
moved.
othine double strength.
This prescription for the removal
of freckles was written by a prominent physician and ts usually so successful that it Is sold by druggists under guarantee to refund the money if
it fails. Get an ounce of othine
double strength, and even a few applications should show a wonderful Improvement, some of the smaller
freckles even vanishing entirely.

Santa Fe, March 27. J. H. Fertig
of Montclair, N. J., and Hal Fertig Adv.

SURPLUS
50,000.CI
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D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
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Latest model Thomson
Glove Fitting Corset. Spe79c
cial this week

t.

dm

Early
See window display ot
the items in this adver-

w"T7n ft Tw

less,
pi a w

Values-Co- me

Laa VecWLoacHncJ Store

$1.25 Corset 79c

t.

If you used as much Cottolene as you
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CAPITAL STOCK"
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Office mth the Saa MiJael
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NationalT'

WM. G. HAYDON

.

II. W. KELLY

Presideni
Vice President

D. T. HOSKINS

-

Interest Pcxid On Deposits

Treasurer
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CLUTTER" WOULD BE MISSED

OLD

TEN-YEA- R

m

GIRL IS LEFT

JUNE
DISAPPEARS
PIERCE
"WILLIAM
MAY
FROM ALBUQUERQUE;
BE A SUICIDE
Albuquerque,

N. M., March 27.

Af-

ter investigation of the circumstances

leading up to the disappearance of
"William Pierce, who vanished from

hia boarding house on West Silver
avenue Monday night, leaving his
old daughter, the police today
were unable to decide whether they
were dealing with a simple case of
or
child abandonment and
a tragedy. Though he is sal dto have
left debts amounting to $100 behind
achim, several of those who became
- the two
quainted with him during
weeks he was in town said today that
he had given them the Impression of
a man under stress of great trouble,
and they believed the man had taken
hia life.
Pierce came to this city two weeks
ago last Monday, tie said he came
from Winslow, Ariz, and represented
himself as a man of wealth, and a
construction engineer In the Santa Fe
companys' service, according to the
Information gathered by the police.
old girl, whom
With him was a
he said was his daughter, Violet Mabel. The child says he was her father,
nd those who became acqpainted with
the man and the cild say the resemblance hetween them left no doubt
of their relationship.
Pierce spoke often of his wealth,
and the number of his Investments.
"He is said to have begun negotiations
with a cafe proprietor on South Second street for the purchase of the
The cafe owner is one of
'tuiainess.
several people who are said to have
advanced the supposedly wealthy en.
gineer money.
Pierce was about 45 years old, well
dressed and of good presence. He
talked like a man of education and
acculture, but to several of his new
the
impression
he
gave
quaintances
of being somewhat "queer." He is
said to have hinted at family troubles.
A South Second street business man
who became acquainted with Pierce
said today that the latter on one occasion spoke gloomily of life, and said
it wasn't worth living.
When Pierce failed to return to his
hoarding house Monday night the little girl was questioned, and she said
her father had bade her farewell be-- fere leaving the house. He came to her
very solemnly, she said, and kissed
her saying: "It's too bad we have
to part."
Then he left the house and vanished. From the time he kissed the little girl goodbye not a trace of the
man has been found.
From the fact that Pierce traveled
with his daughter and because of his
general appearance and bearing those
who had to do with him are not Inclined to believe that he is the type
of man who makes a business of running up debts and skipping out. The
little girl's presence, and the Impression that he was under stress of some
trouble leads to the fear that he went
away to end his life.
ar
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"How Are Your Bowels?" A Simple
Remedy That Guarantees Good
Bowel Action
Trace the origin of the commoner
ills of life and almost invariably you
will find that constipation was the
cause. It is not to be expected that a
mass of fermented food can remain In
the system .beyond its time without
vitiating the blood and affecting the
nerves and muscles. It congestB the
entire body.
The results are colds fevers, piles,
headaches, and nervousness, with its
accompanying Indigestion and sleeplessness. There is only one thing to
do, and that is to remove the trouble;
and when nature seems unable to do
it, outside aid is necessary. You will
find the best of all outside aids a
remedy that many thousands are now
using for this very purpose, called Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Many hun
dreds of letters are received by Dr.
Caldwell tellink of the. good results
obtained, and among the enthusiastic
letters is one from , Lieut. G. W.
Vaughan, of 623 W. North St., Decatur, 111. He is 72 and has had a bad
liver and stomach srnce he came out
of the army., He says he tried about
everything, but never succeeded in
getting permanent relief until he took
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. He is
never without a bottle in the house,
and he is never without good health.
It has untold advantages over pills,
TEACHERS' MEETING
Jacksonville, Fla., March 27. Un
der conditions of a most favorable
nature the members of the Central
Illinois Teachers association gather
ed here in force today and began the
sessions of their annual convention.
During the day the teachers listened
to addresses by Edward C. Elliott,
dean of the educational department
ot the University of Wisconsin; W.
W. Charters, dean of the educational
department of the University of Mis
souri, and Hugh S. Magill, superintendent of schools of Springfield, III
The convention will continue until to
morrow night.
ILLINOIS

FIVE MINUTE CURE

IF STOMACH IS BAD
DIAPEPSIN" IS QUICKEST, SUREST INDIGESTION
CURE KNOWN
You don't want a slow remedy
when your stomach is bad or an

"PAPE'S

uncertain one or a harmful one
your stomach is too valuable; you
mustn't injure it with drastic drugs.
Pape's Diapepsin la noted for its
speed In giving relief; its harmlesu-ness- ;
its certain unfailing action In
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs. Its millions pi cures of indi
gestion, dyspepsia, gastritis and other
stonTach trouble has made it famous
the world over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor
in your homekeep it handy get a
case from, any drug
;r"s fifty-cestore anff then If anyone should eat
something which doesn't agree with
them; if what they eat lays like lead,
ferments and sours and forms gas;
causes headache, dizziness and nau
sea; eructations of acid and undigested food remember as soon as
Pape's Diapepsin comes In contact
with the stomach all such distrese
vanishes. Its promptness, rertainty
and' ease in overcoming the worst
stomach disorders is a revelation to
those, who try it. Adv.
YORK'S BIG CELEBRATION
charter
New York, March 27.r-Th- e
ed commerce of New York, and, in
fact, practically that of the North
NEW

Broke Out in Rash. Itched and
Burned. Very Painful. Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Eczema Disappeared.
B. F. D. No. 1, Lucerne, Colo.
"About
two years ago my baby, who was about four
was
afflicted with
months old at that time,
eczema which at first appeared
of
back
Deck and
the
Kon the
enlarging. Tho
constantly
kept
if
eczema broke out In a rash at
? first and it was small and rough
and very red. It Itched and
burned so much that he could
not sleep well, continually
'
1, turning ond twisting his head
as the eczema wa on tho back
of his neck where he could not got to It to
wretch well. But In rubbing so much it

i

MARCH 27, 1914.

i

became red and almost raw. It seemed very
painful as the child fretted
After some time a similar trouble appeared
on the chocks.
' I tried
"nd others
,
,
I do not remember now. Borne did no good
and some only Irritated more. At last a
friend advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. I sent for a sample and this did
so much good I bought a cake of Cuticura
Boap and the Cutiuura Ointment. I used
them according to directions and it was
uly a month until the eczema was apparently well and it soon entirely disappeared and has never returned." (Signed)
Mrs. Carrie M. Brown, Mar. 28, 1913.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold everywhere. A single
sot Is often sufficient. Sample of each
KialM free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address
ijxist-car- d
'Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
i "Men who shave and shampoo with ra
Soap ill find it best for skin and scalp

American continent, began three hun
dred years ago today, when the United
Netherlands granted the first charter
for regular commerce with what Is
now New Yor. The tercentenary Is to
be observed with a celebration in
keeping with the importance of the
event. The celebration will continue
over a period of elx months and Its
various features will commemorate
the history and progress of the nation
and particularly
its commercial
achievements.
The celebration was formally opened with services of thanksgiving held
in the churches today. During the
spring and summer the program provides for commemorative- exercises in
the public schools and a series of
exhibitions of the material resources
of the entire country.
September has heen selected as the
most suitable mouth for holding the
outdoor features of the celebration.
Early in that month a great musical
festival will be held to commemorate
the 100 years of peace" between the
English-speakinpeoples. The lalter
part of the month will be given over
to elaborate parados and pageants.
One of these will be a pageant of
states, in which each state is expected

m
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Men are Just as much disposed
toward the cluttering habit as women,
but not one in 10,000 will admit it,
The average man is forever bringing
things home. By this we mean things
I
that nobody else In the house has
the slightest interest in. They may
take the form of books, of pamphlets,
of pictures, of
of various
kinds, of fishing apparatus, of goll
sticks, of group photographs or ol
A.
friendly souvenirs from business associates, and he insists that they
shall all be kept in view. Usually
they crowd other clutter which the
average woman has spent a great
AaALHuu
part of her life in collecting, and
LIEUT. K. W. VAUGHAN
which is found on all the mantel
salts and various coarse cathartics pieces, on all the stands, on all the
and purgatives, for while these do but tables and on all the walls of all ths
temporary good, Syrup Pepsin cures rooms of the house. Then as the
children grow up
bring things
permanently. The effect of its action home that are dearthey
to each one ol
is to tarin the etomach and bowel
them respectively, and these, too,
muscles to do their work naturally must be kept in view.
again, and in a short time all forms
But when all this is said, an imof medicine can be dispensed with. It portant point has still been omitted,
can be hought without inconvenience Clutter may, often does, cease to be
at any nearby drug store for fifty clutter in the eyes and thoughts ol
cents and one dollar a bottle, the lat- the family. There are instances in
has come to he regarded as
ter size being regularly bought by which ittreasure.
With all the comfamily
those who already know its value. plaint that is raised
against it, it ie
Results are always guaranteed or often grievously missed when parted
with. So truly is this the case, sc
money will he refunded.
Families wishing to try a free sam- closely interwoven does family life
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by become with all of its surroundings
and associations, that it is difficult to
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419 conclude
here without asking a ques111.
A
Monticello,
Washington St,
tion that will doubtless arise In the
adpostal card with your name and
minds of thousands of readers, namedress on it will do.
ly. What, after all, would homje be
without its clutter Christian Science
to have a float illustrating its history Monitor.
and resources. There also will be a
great naval parade similar to that MAY BE RALEIGH'S SETTLERS
seen here during the Henry Hudson
celebration. A great industrial parade Group of People In North Carolina
Hard to Account for In Any
is also to be a feature.
Other Way.
Interspersed in the program are arlocal
features,
rangements for various
There lives in the woods and
including celebrations at all of the swamps of Robeson county, Nortb
Hudcities along the Erie canal, the
Carolina, a strange group of people,
son river and the southern tier of In appearance somewhat resembling
counties in New York state.
Portuguese or mulattoes. Their manners, customs, and personal appear
ances are unlike those of any othei
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
race on the Anerican continent, says
a
Tar
for
and
Foley's
Honey
Using
the Southern Workman, and inter
cough or cold may save you hoth sickeoursa with their neighbors is limited
ness and money. F. F. Monahan,
to the extent which necessity de
"I am exposed
Wis., says:
to all kinds of weather and I find Fomands. Harking back to 1587, it will
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always be recalled that one of the expedifixes me up in good shape when i tions of colonists sent out from Engcatch cold or have a bad cough. 1 land by Sir Walter Raleigh arrived
recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub on Roanoke island, North Carolina,
stltutes. O. G. schaefer and Red under
the command
of Capt
Cross Drug Store. Aay.
John White.
John White
Capt.
never saw his people after he
ARGENTINA STATUE FOR BOSTON
left them on Roanoke island and re
Boston, Mass., March 27. Official
turned to England for supplies. Wheu
information has been received here he returned the little band, it is sup
of the intention of the Argentine Reposed, had gone to the mainland and
public to present to the city of Boston been absorberMn an Indian tribe. II
a statue of Dr. Sarmiento, the famous Is now believed that the descendant)!
of this tribe of Indians are at this
Argentine patriot and at one time time living in Robeson county, where
statue
The
of
the
republic.
president
more than thirty families have namee
is to be of bronze and will cost be- similar to those of White's colonists
tween $100,000 and $150,000. Dr. Sarmiento was famous not only for his
Trials of Compositors.
political activity tout for his work as
They tell of a Scottish compositoi
an educator. Ho established the first who fled from Edinburgh to London li
school for girls and also the first nor- order to escape the
ordeal of deciphering Carlyle's heiro
mal school in South America. He visand putting them into type
ited the United States several times glyphics
He had been at work in London foi
for the purpose of studying the edu- some time, when one day a "take" o:
cational system of the country While Carlyle's copy was given him to sei
in Boston he formed a warm friendup. The sight of it appalled him. "Ii
that man here, too!" he exclaimed
ship with the famous educator, Horace Mann, and it is in recognition ol Whereupon, he laid down hia compos
the assistance that the latter gave to lng stick, put on his coat and hat, an(
vanished.
Dr. Sarmiento in establishing the eduBalzac's copy was also a nightman
cational system of tne Argentine Re- to
compositors. According to the Lon
public that the statue is to be presentdon Standard, the failure of the estab
ed to the city of Boston, which wad lishment that printed his works wai
the home of Horace Mann.
the direct result of the enormous la
bor spent In making corrections in th
proofs of his manuscript. What it
meant to put his copy Into type ii
shown by the fact that "Caesar Blrot
teau" had to be reset 15 times in 21
days! Youth's Companion.
bric-a-bra- c
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No Reason Why Anyone Should Suffer
Such Duhearteniiig Experience

f

No cose of poisoned blood 9 ever cored
until the last destructive germ has been
eliminated from tlie system. And the only
remedy that ia assimilated in the tissue
and stlmulHtea cellular activity to over
come harmful germs id the fuuioua blood
purifier, B. S. is.
The skin Is but a fine network of tint
blood vesBels, hdi! the specific action of
8. S. S. is dcclnred by eminent authorities
to be a pronounced stimulation of ths activcells.
ity of these
The reason for this is In the peenllur
action of 8. 8. S. which enables the cells
in the Rkln to select from the blood the
nutriment it requires for receneratuin.
Not only this, hut if from the presence
or siwne disturbing poison there is a luenl
or general Interference ot nutrition to cause
absceswes
and k'ulney
bulls, carbuncles,
troiihles, S. g. S. so directs the local cii
that the poison is rejected and eliminated
irorn their presence.
This fact hits been Acmotwiratfd vesr in
and year out in a wonderful number of
canes of tevere Bkin eruption that had

geemea to oe irieuraine.
Ymt can obtain
S. S. S. St my well
c!
0"Ug store, if yon iimlst upon It,
lint he Rare yon are nut talked into Bome- "
tmnsr Jiuit aw
8. K. H. Is prenared hy the Swift Spedile
Co.. 2 Hi fwtir tiitj-- ., Atiftittn,
Write for their illustrated boos on nkia

n.
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After AH, This Must Remain Alwayt
a Matter of Individual
Opinion.
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THIS ROAD AND THE ROCK
LAND ARE ENGAGED IN A
BATTLE OP WITS

1
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Topeka, Kas., March 27. Word
comes to railway circles in Topeka
today that there is a wide gap between the general managers' committee of the 52 western railroads and
the representatives of the locomotive
engineers and firemen over a wage
scale that was proposed last fall. The
enginemen want their pay based on
the weight of the locomotives in the
future and the operating heads of the
railroads are in favor or paying employes for the actual mileage.
It is understood in Topeka that a
serious complication of ideas and
counter propositions appears before
the bodies. Other, negotiations are
scheduled. Unless working agreements are made soon, railway men In
Topeka look for & long drawn out
fight with a possible appeal to the
federal government.
All of the railroads operating west
of the Mississippi river are affected by
the negotiations. Officials of the Rock
Island and Santa Pe In Topeka will
make no statements on the proposed
working schedule, admitting only that
the railways would pay by the mile,
while the enginemen would ask pay
for the weight of the locomotive.
At this time enginemen are paid on
a
basis. The engineers and
firemen of passenger runs are paid by
the 100 miles in eight hours. The
freight engineers and firemen by the
100 miles in ten hours. If they exceed either the time or the' distance,
they receive additional overtime.
The enginemen declare that the
railroads are buying more powerful
locomotives, thereby hauling a larger
tonnage and reducing the number of
trainmen and enginemen needed in
service.
They believe that if they
were paid according to the weight of
the engine the roads would not develop the power to such an extent.
The railroads come back with an
argument in which they insist that a
man should be paid for the number
of miles he covers in a certain length
of time with additional trimmings
covering wrecks and delays.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive En
gineers and the Brotherhood of Loco
motive Firemen presented a joint new
working agreement to the heads of
the 52 western roads early in October,
The two committees, met early this
month to thresh it out. They are still
threshing.
100-mi-
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OBSERVE BATTLE ANNIVERSARY
THE DONA ANA SCHOOLS
Santa Fe, March 27. The depart
Dadeville, Ala., March 27. The cen
tennial anniversary of the battle of ment of education reports that there
Horseshoe Bend, in which General are now 23 school buildings in Dona
Jackson defeated the Creek Indians, Ana county, with seven male and 48
was observed with appropriate exer- female teachers, of wboin four have

cises today at the scene of the battle
on the Tallapoosa river in this county.
The battle was fought March 27, 1814.
it was the Moodiest engagement of
the Creek Indian war and the victory
of the Americans forever broke the
power of the Indians in the south. In
connection with the centennial a
movement has heen started to convert
the battleground into a national park
or reservation. A bill to accomplish
this purpose is now pending in congress. It is ajso planned to erect a
monument in the park in memory of
the eoldiers who fell in battle.

life certificates; 26 have first grade;
1G have second
grade, three have third
grade itnd two teach under permit.
The average school term is almost
nine months and Chamberino, La Mesa, Mesilla, Mesllla Park, Dona Ana
and Las Cruces have new buildings,
l as Cruces recently voted 125,000 In
bonds to he spent for a central and
ward school.
The Mothers' Favorite
for children
It should he
pleasant to take. It should be effectual.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all of
this and is the mother's favorite everywhere. For sale hy an dealers. Adv.
A cough medicine
should
be harmless.

Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughly effective for backache, rheumatism
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recom
mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says:
"My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my hack, and before I finished one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."

THE SANTA FE'S REPLY
Santa Fe, March 27. The stato corporation commission today receive
from Washington, D. C, advance copies of the reply in brief cf the Santa
Fe in the New Mexico rate cases. The
company sets up that the freight rates
to New Mexico ehould he even higher
NOTED LECTURER SPEAKS
than they are- now, that the reason
Ssnta Fe, March 27. Dr. David M,
El Paso rates- .are'-' lower is hecaust;
R'ibinson of JJohnB Hopkins university
it the strategic location of El Paso,
Colorado
arrived last evening from
which is beyond the control of th
Springs to deliver a lecture this even- railroad
company.
on
ing at the palace of the governors
"The Ruined Cities of Asia Minor."
of the Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
He is one of the lecturers
For constipation, Chamberlain's TabInstitute
of
America, lets are
Archaeological
excelelnt. Easy to take, mIM
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
8 i.d from Santa Fe goes to the Grand and
In effect, uive them a trial.
gentle
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tab- Cai.yon and San Diego.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
lets remove cause. There is only One
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.
MARSHAL'S BUSY DAY
March 27. United States
Deputy Marshal William Rose is in
possession of a steed. Ke seized It

Santa Fe,

today together with saddle 'blankets,
etc., under a writ of the federal court.
Originally it had been taken together
with several bottles of firewater by
Superintendent Coggeshall of the United States Indian school and an officer for the suppression of the liquor
traffic. The seizure was on the Jemez
reservation and the men riding the
"caballo" escaped. Deputy Marshal
Rose now knows why he donned leather riding breeches this forenoon to
fetch the steed from the Indian school,
just outside the city limits, and report has It that It took him two hours
to ride the nag from the school to the
stable at his home. Rose will have
the keeping of the animal until its
sale by the government but visions of
horseback trips into the hills have

d
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Castle for Shop Girls.
For many years the Count Grebac
de Pontourny, owner of a stately castle and large grounds In beautiful Toa
ralne, has been echarmed each day ir
Paris by the sight of thousands of pret
ty little mldinettea, dressmakers' as
ilstanta and shopgirls whom the houi
of noon liberates for their daily wall flown.
long the boulevards. Noticing horn
some of them, rosy and fresh at first
Had Serlsas Lcej
grew paler from their work in th
crowded sewing rooms, he left whei
TresMe-- Ne;
Well
he died recently the castle and it!
Sufferers
from Lung Trouble are often
park to the midinettes of Paris. H
misled in the belief
will
also provided sufficient money to main nave thwra. Hest, frcHiithatair,notliluif
wholesome
food and regularity lu habits do much
tain the castle with a perpetual bous
in nidins to restore health, but someparty of young girls resting and re thing else is needed. Many peuple who
have
taken Eokuiau'a Alterative have
cruiting there. In future any midin
that it was this medleine which reette needing a holiday has only to ap stored them to health. Head this;
Weldon. III.
ply and to show that she Is free
"Gentlemen: Through your instrumenfrom infectious complaint to be re tality I have been mved from a
grave. Ou December 14, Jmvt, I
ceived there as a guest free of cost
waa taken with Typhoid Pncumnnia,
New Idea for Beltinj.
Those who buy belting for machfn
ery will not have to worry about thi
price of leather in the years to comt
If a certain sort cf boiling which is
ja Coa
ry a fbeing manufs- -t
n. T:.i
uecticut prov-- 8 tj In a t
.
new product is r,.". J f
;j
belting and is realy a step farther that
,!,-the chain and sprc
Tl.e belt
; c r i o
, r
tag is mado In a i
1 t .. x. I
ii.'-links and can
'
cr to ;:i
of from two 1j 'i ; ii t,
.1
.'
U
largest size. It
at.:;,, ; t-- n
peclally for S'TV.'m !:
eon d'.t ion s are U d t r ltV.N
belta.

:

which developed into Lani; Trouble,
In
February. 1 Hi .. I went to Fort Worth.
Texas, and later to ( anon Cltv, t'olorado.
Alter tieuie there two weeks niv physician informed me that my ease was ncpe-Ichs- ,
Three weeks later I returned heme,
weknimt Ml pounds, the doctor havltiii
Riven me no
of reaching fiiere
a live.
On Julv 14. v. mo. I he?an taking
r ckmnn
wmiuenul remedy for tUmif,
I touuie.
I
Today 1 weiirh l,M
am stout and well rtml can dopcmtR
unv kind
ot work about inv itT,-televator
(ARMavit)
Aimn'i! WFI1R
(.Mime abbreviated: uiio'e on rciit,-s- t )
' Kinaii a A'tomye h:i been prm eii bv
inanv vents te-- t to be mr.- -t
for severe throat and I .tine .Wei
Aoiliiti't Kinlo-nColds; and in l;p!ni;nirir tne
j'i jo
t entnbis no nnreo' tes. riinuns or Ir-iN
rrmmtr driers.
ifli r
fee buek;et
.
of rfiurri-nami tvr fe to I , e ,i i
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are not using ELEC-- l
IIL Liun i, you arc
yourself of a great
convenience. It is always
a "twitch of the
ready-ju- st
switch" floods the room
with a soft, mellow light
that will not injure the
If you

ur-privi- ng

eyes.

ELECTRIC illumination
will 'dddtp the beauty and

comfort of your home. It
is clean, safe, and- healthful, and does not throw oft
soot or dirt, nor consume
the oxygen in the air.
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Tuark, in hasty generalization, that a
w i" bh jibh tu ina iuuuaauon pi
--successful civil
government. Yet prob- they have personal checking accounts,
what stocks and bondtt they hold iii
ably in Mexico today, the editors
own name and the cost of furs,
their
iheir opinions with much free

dom. But they must be prepared to silk and lingerie they have imported.
The women will receive a salary of
back that freedom by quick resource
ft a day and Koraleski says be beto the hip pocket.
Not merely free speech Is needed. lieves their work will bring added reTtmt
the spirit of tolerance of free venues that will easily overshadow the
wpeech. An jBditor has the right to expense imposed on the government
nriticlse tho33who differ from him by the suffrage extension.
"The appointment of the women was
personally ln.spublio matters. Also
2ie has a right.to atack the character brought about by the women them
if his antagonists, provided he is con selves. Prominent women have callvinced that he tells the truth, and Is ed since the woman's suffrage law
prepared to submit the justice of his went into effect, asserted women want
ed to become, taxpayers and argued
statements to the courts.
The killing of the editor of a famous that to bring that about women should
Parisian newspaper is not necessarily have some part in the taxing," said
an indictment of the whole French Koraleski.
They will be assigned to districts
Seople. Similar cases occur with
some regularity in this country. For- where their wurk will be the most effective and least pleasant
rare.
tunately they grow-moIn the few days we have discussed
The larger people's mlnda grow, the
fleas "keenly they take personal contro- the woman deputy question, a dozen
ideas In assessing have develop
versy. The city councilman will cut new
a rival on the street for a life time. ed. I believe women will prove to he
iSanwhIle the great antagonists of our most ingenious deputies. One of
the United States senate hurl thejr them has already made a suggestion
defiances at each other", with,' .Olym- entirely new to me. She said that
Chicago women have their pri
pian thunders. Afterward th3y. ad- many
vate checking accounts, hold stocks
while
their
to
restaurant,
the
journ
and bonds in their own name, and
friendship is repaired, and differences
possess wardrobes representing more
are tolerated.
to their
So It ought to be In newspaper con money than has been charged
to
wanted
She
the
husbands
in
past.,
troversy. Few editors put bitter
who Import rich
women
know
why
itno it It is their trade
which to the
to express points of view. They furs, silks and lingerie,
man would re. worth a forwould be false to the people that hire ordinary
tune, shouldn't pay U
them did they fail in so doing.
to
tri
or
man
shoots up
When k
"3 YEARS OLD
C.e..CfiAL C
lick" the editor, ha, .kurts the T
1 z'.
As vigorous
,
Washington,
of
rest
where eg lives. It gives the
&
the wortS the Impression .that, the and active as ma.ij' A ) .n of half his
'; liiis Greely,
be1.j!'ifi on the" social Jrntier. afo, :,',ajor General
turns the sympathy famous as "a soldier and Arctic ex
plorer, reached the seventieth 'milerh5Ci:limunity
'
stone of hi'B life's journey today. Since
In
.the
wrong,
If
is
the. editor
Ewttv But
his
retirement from active service six
t?.-ssyospathy .'of the community can
ago General Greely has made
years
the
be 'woa. against Mm, "by
alwaj-aiin statement of the truth In lawful his residence in thts city. Much of
his time however, has been spent
ways. Winfield (Kaa.) Courier.
abroad, where he has interested bun
I
scJf in the study of aviation, military
ENFORCED
LAA'3
E
affairs and cK)graphy and kindred
!i 27
a i r,
fri'ter f'i-k- science
Ocnf-ial.i 4 Is rf'PCift'il
of t'"
Greely is a native of Newi
'
At imrjj'ort,
i rs of t' o &Uto.
i, wher be was born
v 1 1'.
C
'a re rr'c t H h 27. 1X14. He served in the
- ! i
o lTi and
i.oiu
; ( i lV
ririn w i rnUicl the
nai t f
1
a ' . O'f V i 'l civil v ,r fi a plvaie
1icr io at
V
T
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HOFER WILL CONDUCT
COUNTY INSTITUTE
SUPERINTENDWILL HAVE CHARGE
HERE IN JULY

THE TUCUMCARI
ENT

Santa Fe, March 27. Chief Cler'i
Rupert F. Asphind of the department
of education, has compiled the following schedule of county teachers' insti
tutes:
Bernalillo, at Albuquerque, first two
weeks in June, Rabbi Silber, conduc
tor; John Milne and others instruc
tors..
Chaves, at Roswell, first two weeks
in June, J. S. Hofer, Tuoumcarl, con
ductor.
Colfax, at Raton, J. II Vaughn, Me- silla Park, conductor.
8,
Curry at Clovis, July
Frank Carroon of East Las Vegas, con
ductor.
J. II.
Eddy, at Carlsbad, June
Vaughn, Mesilla Park, conductor.
In
Crant, at Silver City,, June
connection with the Normal summer
school
Aincoln, at Carrizozo, July
8,;)3. L. Enloe of Silver City,, conduc
..

15-2-

tor).

Luna, at Deming, June
Taylor, conductor.

J. B.

immediately
McKinley, at Gallup,
close of the school term in
May, W. L. Bishop, conductor.
Francis
Mora, at Mora, July
Las
East
Vegas.
Kelley,

after the

Otero county will waive its Insti
tute this year in favor of the Silver

dtv

1

summer

Las Vegas

and East

school3.

4

-

Rio Arriba, at Espanola, July
'
August 8. The conductor has not yet
been chosen.
Roosevelt at. Portages, Will close on
August 8, J. H. Vjsiiian, conductor
San Miguel, June
11, J. S.
conctor.
Hofer, Tucumcarl,
Santa Fe, at Santa Fe, first two
weeks jii June, J. II. Wagner, con- 'jv
flutter. - n - ? ' ,
. Torrance
closing on
V;
;
August 8,
Union at Clayton, July
S,
T. W. Cpnwny, Raton, conductor.
13-
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polis, Minn., News.
A brilliant epigrammatic and decid

edly instructive address on "Medical
Inspection of Schools" by Woods
M. D., proved to, be one. of
the' most thoroughly captivating and
entertaining features of the entire
session of the Southern Educational
conference. Chattanooga Times, De
cember 29, 1910.
Hut-chinso-

BOULWARE IS PRESIDENT
Santa Fe, March 27. Robert H.
Bouware has been elected vice president of the People's Savings Bank and
Trust company at Silver City, to succeed Van T. Manville. Assistant Cashier W. S. Haston of the American National bank was elected secretary and
treasurer to succeed S. O. Baker. Another bank change announced today
was the resignation of W. E. Griffin as
cashier of the Santa Fe Bank and
Trust company at Santa Fe.
STATE

AID GRANTED

aif

depart-uien- ij
March
pf)leducatIon.today granted Btate
to tie following districts: Santa

H

$50;

Fe' No, 30, J350; Otero, No. 5, ?100,
to maintain a five months term; UnNo. 46;
ion; county 175 for District
San .Miguel county, for Districts No.
11, fl47; 17, $196;,, 19,, f 159; 23, $159;
26, $79; '32,, $95; 33, $158.

Central influenced the shaking out of
slimly margined long stocks.
Prices gravitated further downward
in the late afternoon,' '
The market closed heavy. Desultory selling affected special stocks all
through the final hour with some'
of pressure toward the end on
Reading and Southern' Pacific. Lehigh
Valley met with some support, but its
recovery failed to check the downward
trend of the balance of the' list !The
i
f:
J '
last Bales were:
7S
:
Amalgamated Copper WHK
."?:.. 1 '99
Sugar . .,'
V.'V.?. :'V. .'; 9Vs
Atchison- J. i'v?;'. iSVs
Reading .
Southern Pacific
. 94
Union Pacific
'..".".T.r:V.'.168
United States Steel .V,fj
"63
United gtajtea' Steel, p
t3l(.i'iq9

at

w

-

-

V

Up-to-Da-

te

Jewelry

U'-'--

Kewpies

.......

The New

V

Pins
WatchChains
for the Belt

CHICAGOBOARDiGf TRADE
Chicago, March 27 Scantiness of
mositure beyond the Missouri
river
put firmness today Into the. price of
wheat. Prices opened the same as
last night to
cent higher and grad
ually rose to a moderate extent. The
close was firm
off to a sixteenth
up compared with last night
,
Trade In corn was active, though
mainly in small lots. The market at
ent off
the outset varied from
to a shade advance, but afterward
made an upturn all around. The close
was steady at
net higher.
Oats showed a disposition to follow
corn.
Changes in prices, however,
were only alight
AT TAUPEBT'S
'
In provisions the influence of liberal
receipts of hogs was overcome toy the
strength of grain. The market after
an easy start became firm. The closing sales were as follows:
o'clock' 'noo'nBf 'sdturday, April 18th,
Wheat, May 93; July 89.
'
A. D. 1914
Corn, May
July 69.
40.
Oats, May
Embankment East end of bridge,
July
210 feet long; width on top 20 feet
Pork, May $20.95; July $21.07.
side slopes natural.
Lard, May $10.52; July $10.72.
Ribs, May $11.17; July $11.32.
Embankment West end of bridge,
300 feet long; top width' 20 feet; side
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
slopes to be natural. The grade of
Kansas City, March 27. Hogs, re the above fills to be on d straight lino
!
ceipts 3,000. j MarKet lower. Bulk from the Railroad fill to the floor of
$S.308.-50packthe bridge.
heavy $8.508.65;
ers and butchers $8.408.55; lights
On both of said fills to be spread
a top dressing over their entire
$S.258.45; pigs $7.508.15.
Cattle, receipts 600. Market steady. lengths, and for their full top widths,
Prime fed steers $8.609.25; dressed to consist of cinders evenly sprgad to
western a depth of not more than 1 foot uor
beef steers $7.258.50;
5
steers $7.258.50;
southern steers less than six inches
fills
above
the
of
cows
heifers
The
composition,
$4.507.60;
$6.508;
$G.758.75; stockers and feeders to be 50 per cent earth and 50 per
$6.508; bulls $5.75.7.25 calves cent gravel from the river bed, and
I
( 1
all work and materials are to foei fur$6.509.50.
'f'.)
nished
by the successful bidder.
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market higher. Lambs $7.258; yearlings $9. 50
The above approaches and fills ara
7.25; wethers $5.756.25;' ewes $5.50 to be made in accordance with specifications now on file in the office of
the undersigned County Clerk, where
CALLS FOR BIDS
they may be examined by all bidders.
All bids must be accompanied by
Sealed bids for the construction of
the following approaches aad earth a certified check in the sum of Fifty
fills at the County Bridge over ths ($50.00) Dollars.
;,,
State of New Mexico,.
Gallinas River at tha foot, of, Inde'
By Order of the (ppard of
pendence Avenue and Prince Street,
County Commissioners of
City of Las Vegas, iwthin San Miguel
the County of Saj Miguel,
County, New Mexico, will be received SEAL
LORENZO DELGADC, Clerk.
at the office of the County Clerk of
bone at Laa Vegas, New Mexico,
said County, at the Court House In
Las Vegas, New Mexico, up to 12

IValdermar
Chains

Sautoir
Chains

Friendship

Bracelets

68;
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WILL INSTRUCT FARMERS
Santa Fe, March 27. The reclamation service has sent I. D. O'Donnell
to New Mexico to Instruct farmers in
intensive farming. O'Donnell was for
29 years a successful alfalfa farmer
at Billings, Montana, and will give
bis first lectures on how to raise beti
1910.
Amid all the discussion, which gen ter crops at Carlsbad, from there goerally took the pessimistic view that ing to the Mesilla Valley.
the race is degenerating and that
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
stringent methods must be adopted to
New York, March 27. The slow
call a halt to the downward trend, the
most refreshing touch was the opti sagging movement of the last day conmistic speech of Dr. Woods Hutchin tinued during the morning. Transacson, a distinguished New York phy tions in the first hour barely exceeded
sician, who, at the evenmg meeting 30,000 shares. The fluctuations in
answered the topic assigned to him, only a few cases escaped fractional
"Evidences of Race Degeneration in bounds.
the United Slates," with the simple
Bears sought to make capital from
assertion, "There are none." Dr. reports of ' backward business condiHutchinson explained that, so far as tions and extensive retrenchment by
his topic was concerned, that was his railroads. Occasional covering steadi
only speech. He continued at some ed the list although' the trend was
length, however, giving' facts to sup- downward.
port his view. It was a' heartening,
By noon the leaders were fraction-by ally under the opening figures. Bonds
inspiriting address, !ibrtghtend
flashes of humor, and it put the big were steady.
audience In good humor. Philadelphia
Losses were extended all around
Ledger.
owing to the acute weakenss of spe
That the community is looking to cial stock. Lehigh Valley and Suear
the teachers of the public schools, as declined nearly three points. The
well as to the doctors, to carry their publication of more favorable railroad
knowledge into the slums to alleviate reports according to those of Union
poverty and distress was the message Pacific, Northwestern and Illinois
that Dr.' Woods Hutchinson of New
brought to
York, the physician-author- ,
The Middlesex County Teachers' assc
qiation today at a meetmg m Tremont
M
V
temple. Every seat Was taken by
teachers, school superintendents arid
their friends, and many stood throughout the meeting. It was the f
annual meeting of the assov
ciation,
"Dr. Woods Hutchinson of New
elementary school section in Converse hall and to the high school section ih'Lorimer hall, and he was listened to with rapt attention, his remarks 'calling forth laughter at times
and also applause as he wittily illustrated his thought by quaint stories,
or striking ' bits of sarcasm. Boston
'
Transcript.
of New
"Dr. Woods Hutchinson
York, a leading authority on tubercu
losis, TvaS easily the most interestin
speaker of the conference." Speaking
extemporaneously, and with a vigor
of
.
,
that held the attention of Ms audience,
he waded right lnto'hla subject - of
Teaching the Essential Facts to
School Children,' and handed a few
jolts to other teachers of hygiene pres
ent" Newark, N. J., Evening News,
HAIR NETS
'
'
'
'
A new 35a
November 18, r191. '
Extra
;
Special
WASH FABRIC
American magazine readers are get
.,. Elastic Cord
Per Yard
ting interested In the cause' and cure
a fine value ,
of many diseases about which they
knew little until some of the new
taking
school of physicians began
their patients Into confidence.
'
Among these new styled doctors Is
Dr. Woods Hutchinson, who Is con
WRAPPERS
IIUCKED TOWELS
clinic and school
ducting a world-wid- e
all sizes, very new
Full Size
of medicine for the sick, the near sick
Each
land the well In the columns of our
Each
popular periodicals.
Ha trained a' Well rtwiervod f.nrie a
,0" tofew years ago when se f
gether- the' threads of scie; i
about the treatment of t
and prescribed this "drug" fresh air,
omA iJ'JX
TL.a
Iw.-ir.unsbine and abundant
'drug" he said would cure the tick,
Ilea'
and would keep the well, v : a tuber6ic-Icular Inclination, from
33c Per Pair
.
fact, it is a splendid "drug" for
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WE DO IT TO STIMULATE BUSINESS
Save Money-G- et
Your Shao-- of Savings

''

e

Prompt and courteous treatment combined with
business methods guaranteed. Hosts of satisfied
customers were here last Saturday and Monday. Be

'

one

them

10c

Silk Crepe

'

;

.

6 for 25c

23c

S1.25

20c

- 83c

T

'

vanced in his lectures was on the sub
children's disject of the
eases, which he said were children's
'because that Is the earliest period
at which a human being can have
them." Most of them cau be prevent
ed and it la nothing less, than criminal for a mother to think that "Johnnie might as well have the measles
now and be done with, it." Minnea-

,

.

i

a permanent

cie;

TO APPRAISE LINGERIE
Chicago, March 27. Eight club women, politicians, "were appointed and
sworn in today' as deputy assessors
by Frank W. Koraleski, secretary of
the board of assessors, as a further
recognition of the woman's movement.
He says that the employment Of women in this capacity is the first experiment of its kind in the country.
While the women assessors will work
in the same manner as the men, they
are expected to pay particular attention to personal property holdings of
women. They will ask the women if

2
2

fir

IS NOT

.

fHHOOTING UP TUli EDITOR

".Sud-aa';ftit''id.ea-

MEDICINE

command of Captatn Winfield Scott
Schley, the survivors of the party
were nearly crazed with hunger.
Prior to going to the Arctic region
General Greely was an officer of the
signal corps and had built thousands
of miles of military telegraph lines in
ASSISTANT FEDERAL ATTORNEY Texas and the eouthweat. In 1886 he FRESH AIR, FOOD AND EXERCISE
was made the head of the signal
ARE THE REAL CURATIVE
IN MISSOURI SAYS CITIZEN- AGENTS HUTCHINSON
corps which at that time also includ
SHIP TRIUMPHS
ed the weather bureau. During the
Dr. Woodst .j JJutchlnson, who s will
Kansas City, March 27. In view of war with Spain he built telegraph
the rapid decay of bigotry in the lines and cables in Cuba and the Phil- speak at tie Duncan opera house next
United States, it is the opinion of M. ippines and later in Alaska and China. Tuesday night as the last number on
the T M. C. A., lycemm course, has
G. Lynch, assistant United States disROAD IN FAIR SHAPE
announced his subject as "Foods and
trict attorney .for western Missouri,
oad Commis Foolishness." Dr. Hutchinson, a dis
Santa Fe, March 27.
that in case a Catholic ehould become,
a logical selection for the presidency sioner Arthur Sellgman yesterday tinguished medical scientist, is author
the people of all creeds would rally made an inspection of the scenic high- of, the statement that drugs never
to his support.'
way In Santa Fe canyon, after looking cured anybody permanently, but that
"We should be loyal , citizens, no over the famous Aztec mineral springs. food; fresh air, exercise nd cleanli
matter what creed we espouse," said While considerable work has been ness are the real curative agents.
The doctor is an authority upon tu
Mr. Lynch, speaking at the dinner done both by the county and the forheld in the Coates house last night est service, parts of the highway are berculosis. Secretary LeNoir of the
No. 1,698, in bad shape.. Near the forest ranger Y. M. C, A. plans to take him for an
by
Marquette council
Knights of Columbus. "With any In station, a force of men were yester- inspection of the Montezuma Hot
telligent person citizenship comes day shoveling the deep snow from the Springs property and secure his opin
ion as to its value as a tuberculosis
road.
first, creeds afterwards.
, ,
sanitarium site.
'In reality no church 'is responsible
some
Here
are
the
ct,
for bigotry. Bigotry grew out of conclippings from
SHAPE
IN
GOOD
SHEEP
ditions of civilization after the ReforSanta Fe, March 27. Miguel Gonza- Dr. Hutchinson's press scrapbook:
Not often does euch an eminent
mation. Whichever church was up- les, probate clerk, of Rio Arriba counpermost persecuted the other. This ty, arrived fiom TIerra Amarilla last group of speakers attend a budget
as those who yesterday spoke
grew out of universal ignorance.
evening. Mr. Gonzales reports' the eiring
"Prejudice in the minds of the ig sheep range in good condition and out for generosity on the city s part Jn the
norant still exists againBt the Catholic of 10,000 head of sheep he lost only 35 the fight against consumption. Dr.
church. They hold a vague notion last winter. His bunch of cattle also Flexner,.Dr. Knopf and Mr. DeForest,
that Catholics owe some mysterious weathered the cold with only slight On Lambert Dr. Jacob! and Dr.
Hutchinson are names that carry
:..-- '
allegiance to the pope which precludes losses.
.'
weight wherever the problems of povgood citizenship. They do not know
'
erty nd disease are studied . What
that this allegiance is spiritual, not
CERTIFICATES GRANTED
'say demands a hearing, From
political. Tnere is no reason, how
Santa Fe, March 27. Assistant Su- they
in the New York World,
an
editorial
to.
of
ever, for any Catholic
complain
of Public Instruction Fi- October
19, 1909.
American life where the square deal perintendent
ladelfo Baca today Issued the follow
A scientist who knows iboth medi
is the guiding principle."
Bertha
certificates:
ing institute
cine
and humanity and has the gift of
existin
has
council
been
Marquette
Las Vegas, instructor; W. G.
his knowledge humorously
ence one year and has 250 members. Papen,
expressing
McFarland, Silver City, conductor; and in terms of common understandnew
second
took
members
the
Sixty
Marie Lee Kenan, Albuquerque,
and third degrees recently.
ing. From an editorial in Philadelphia North. American, January 27,

FRIDAY. 'MARCH 27, 1914.

Newspaper writers sometimes

.Greely party, and when finally rescu
ed by the third expedition, sent under

LYNCH

(Incorporated)
W. M. PADGETT

whom only seven came back. Two
relief expeditions failed to find the

MARCH 27, 1914.
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Another argument that he has
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PERSONALS
B, S. Cooper of Denver was

a bus-

which would he fixed by actual trading in spot cotton and not arbitrarily,
as on exchanges now. '
The bill includes a feature by Senator Smith of Georgia to legalize pooling oij cotton to put up the price.

iness visitor in Las Vegas today.
0'oFFICIAUS.,MOVE ABOUT
C. S. Hull of Williams, Ariz., came
Santa
Fe, March 27. United States
in last night for a brief business visit.;
Thomas B. , Catron and son,
Senator
Mora
came
in
Perry McDonald of
this afternoon for a short business State Senator,, Charles C. Catron, left
last night for Albuquerque on a 'busi(Visit,
J. H. Kelly of Watrous acme In this ness trip, expecting to return tomorafternoon for a brief twslness visit in row night. Traveling Auditor Howell
Earnest is in Albuquerque on a visit
;this city.
A, H. Myqrfl, representative for the and will be home tonight or return
Armour Packing company, was a busi- Saturday forenoon.
ness 'visitor here today.
J. G. Smith of Dallas, Tex., arrived
in Las Vegas yesterday evening for REPUBLICAN PRIMARIES
.a several days' business visit.
T. L, Turner of Louisville, K.; is in
TO BE HELD TONIGHT
las Vegas "and will be a business
visitor here for the next few days.
J. A. Biersdorf, representing a cloth- DELEGATES WILL BE CHOSEN TO
THE CITY CONVENTION
ing house of Chicago, ame in last
;
EVENING
night for a short business visit in this
'
city.
Miss Mamie Marsh left this afterInterest' in the political situation
noon for Springer, where she will will he aroused tonight when the privisit friends and relatives for a ehort maries for the election of delegates
time.
to the republican city convention will
City Engineer George E. Morrison be held. The- interest in these prireturned this afternoon from Watrous maries is strong and they undoubtedly
'
:
where he has been on business for a will be largely attended.
The primary for the First ward will
short time.
Mrs,. A. J. Thull of Watrous came in be held at the Douglas avenue sohool
thisatternoon for a few days' visit in the southwest room onHhe ground
wit$ Mr. and Mrs. George A Fleming floor. The meeting will be called to
order either by George Morrison or
of ijbiij city. MrV and Mrs. H. A. Peters returned
Marion Stewart.'
The primary in the Second ward
lasijlnlght from Hope, K. M where
the&' have been visiting for..the past will be held at the city hall In the e
of the justice of the peace. N.
several days,
II. M. McCfready,! mechanical super- B. Roseberry will call the meeting to
intendent for the western lines of the order.
Santa Fe Railway company, was a The Third ward will meet in the
business visitor in Las Vegas today. council chamber at the city hall. This
J. Sam Houston, a well known vau- meeting is to be called to order by E.
,
deville man of Albuquerque, came in J. McWenie.
,
The Fourth ward primary will be
Jast night and will be a business vis
itor in this city for the,, next few held at the Douglas avenue school in
the northwest room on the ground
days.
George H. Kinkel, president of the floor. The meeting is to he called to
hoard of directors of the Y. M. C. A., order by Hallett Raynolds.
AH the primaries will begin at 7:30
left this afternoon for Chicago, where
he was called on account of the Bu- o'clock and a prompt attendance is
desired. The republican city convenrden death of his mother.
Ed Dowling, trainmaster for the tion will be held on the second. floor
northern district of the New Mexico of the city hall on Monday night.
The democratic primaries will be
division of the Santa Fe Railway
company, came in last night from held tomorrow night.
Raton for a short business visit.
Mrs. N.'hL. Moore of Detroit; Mich.,
TO
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon DAVIS
and will remain here for some time.
She will visit relatives who have been
HEAD HOUSE LODGE
in this city for the past two weeKS.
A. G. Goerlich, who la well known
to all people' who have visited El BANQUET FOLLOWS SELECTION
Torvenir during the past two years,
i
OF OFFICERS BY THE P.
A. P. BUNCH
by reason of his long stay at that
place, will leave tomorrow for Las
duces, where he will locate.
Last night tlie Las Vegas lodge of
Secundino; Romero came in yester- the Loyal Order of Moose held its an
day from' 'his ranch and left for that nual election of officers. The meet
place this afternoon after a brief visit ing was largely attended and proved
here. Mr. ftbmero says conditions in To te a' isucceW in every way. Fol
the country are excellent and a large lowing the election a nig banquet was
percentage of the lambs will be saved. served which was thoroughty enjoyed
Miss Anna McMahon, formerly"3 a by all.
The, officers elected at the
resident of Las Vegas and well known meeting were,
,
in this city, came in this afternoon
Dictator, H. T. Davis; vice dictator,
from Pueblo, Colo., for a short visit J. B. Harris; prelate, C. J. Spidel;
with her sister, Miss Mildred McMa-"ho- treasurer,
inner
Vincent Truder;
Miss McMahon Is returning to guard, Ed Brice; outer guard, Harry
Carlsbad, where she is employed as a U Cutler; trustee, for two years, Fred1
school teacher.
A Corbett; trustee, for one year, John
Nathan Jaffa, a prominent resident A. Papen.
of Roswell, arrived ?n Las Vegas yesterday afternoon, accompanied by R.
Henry T. Rainey, representative in
P. Ervein, commissioner of - public congress of the Twentieth Illinois dislands at Santa Fe, and S. Spitz, a trict, may become a candidate for
well known Jeweler of SantaFe..: Mr. speaker of the national house of rep
Jaffa Is here visiting his daughter, resentatives.
Mrs, Joseph Danzlger, while the other
two" gentlemen are here on business.
Democrats of Minnesota will hold
They will return to Santa Fe tomor-TOW- ,, a state conference in St. Paul next
week for the principal purpose of se
lecting a candidate for the governor
FUTURE TRADES REGULATED
ship.
senate
Washington, March
The independent oemocrats of Tentoday passed, without, division, a com
promise bill to Regulate, trading in cot- nessee have decided to support Governor Ben W. Hooper, republican, in
tons futures,
,".:'"
The bill was composed of portions his candidacy for a third term at the
of measures introduced by Senators November election.
Smith of South Carolina, Smith of
Martin G. Brumbaugh, superintendGeorgia and Ransdell of Louisiana.
It would profit through mail or tel- ent of schools of Philadelphia,, has
egraphic' information furthering the entered the contest for the republican
making or inforcement , of contracts nomination for governor of Pennsylwhich don't specify that delivery is vania.to be made on a basic grade with the
Over ."50 states will elect legislaoption of delivering, :,otber governtures
between
this year.
difference
mental grades, the
--
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WILSON WINS THE ASOUIIII

FIRST BATTLE

five

fill .nr.
IS

SITUATION

"""

V

R,

A

DOLLAR.-u---WHA-

IS. IT?

T

ut worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. J .might have
spent it In a minute, 'but I did not,
The dollar is my yesterday.
I may pend It and etorl .tomorrow bankrupt. I may eave it and tomorrow not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar wilf
do the
ftiyfor the service of another who
work better than myself." A dollar Is really a part of a nun's life and as he
guards hia health to take
care of the future, so: should he guard hie dollars to eeeura the full service of the imst
'

ry

SERIOUS
(Continued From Page One.)

(Continued from Page One)

ing, Doremus, Driscoll Duprea, Elder,
Finley, Fitzgerald, Gorman, Goulden,
Graham pf Illinois, Griffin, Harrison,
Helm, Igoe, Jones, ttindel, Kirkpat- rick, Lee of Pennsylvania, L. Engle,
Logue, McAndrews, McDermott, Ma- han, Maher, Mitchell, Morgan-o- f Louis
iana, Murray of Massachusetts, Murray of Oklahoma, O'Leary, O'Shaug-nessPatten of New York, Phelan,
RandelL Raker, Sherwood, Taylor of
Arkansas, Taylor of Colorado, Thomas,
Underwood. Williams,,, ,Wingo and
Speaker Clark. Total 55.
Republicans who voted for the previous, question and the administration
were:. Bartholdt, Browne of Wisconsin, Gardner of, Massachusetts,
Madden, Steenerson Stevenson of. Minnesota,' GUlett of Massa'
chusetts.' Total 8.
On this first test, vote hung not only
the question"1"!? pressing the administration measure" through, but alsothe
amend1-mengreater one of opening It to
for the rule proposed that only
one amendment may be permitted to
'
.'"
intervene.
The house disposed of routine business in less than 10 minutes and the
rule to limit the Panama tolls repeal
' :
debate to 20 hours was taken up.
Speaker Clark warned the floor and
gallery that '"an acrimonious and exciting debate like this" should call
for perfect Order. He had some dif
ficulty, in- quieting the house. ;
Representative Sherwood, democrat,
of Ohio, was the first speaker. He
urged an amendment to dismantle the
fortifications of the canal and absolutely neutralize it.
Adamson Opens Fight
The administration forces opened
the figbt in a 12 minute speech by
Representative Adamson. He referred
to the arguments in favor. of the tolls
exemption as "claptrap, poppycock
and delusion." The democratic plat
form pledge favoring exemption, Rep
resentative Adamson said, was written
into the platform by "one of the leading friends of exemption."
"The chairman of the resolutions
committee," he said, "was busy watch
ing Tammany Hall and Wall street for
the protection of the people, but it
seems like he watched the wrong
man."
As to the present foreign situation
and its relation to the demand for the
repeal, he said:
"Who knows what the situation at
this time may be better than the president, who is particularly charged under the constitution with responsibility for foreign affairs? Whoever fights
this repeal now not only fights the
honest equality and domestic economy
of his people, but he fights the administration of the foreign policy of the
government and If disaster results he
must take his place and spare the
odium and responsibility for whatever
disaster may come."
Mr. Adamson declared he and Chairman Nenry had conferred with Speaker Clark as to the orrawing of the rule
and "understood that he approved it."
Then, after more debate, Representative Underwood held a whispered
conference with Speaker Clark at the
desk and returned to his seat smiling.
As he did so, Representative Campbell, leading the fight on the rule for
the republicans, surprised the house
by yielding to Representative Underwood. The house burst into cheers,
which continued vigorously for several
;
moments.,,
3p

" '3 It is the duty of every officer
and soldier to obey all 'lawful commands given them through the proper
channels, either for safeguarding pub
lic property or to support the oivil
power in the ordinary execution of its
duty or for the protection of the lives
and property of the inhibltants in case
of a disturbance of the peace.
"This is an order issued by the army
council today which has now been approved and Which regulates the conduct and discipline of the army in
"
future."
Proceeding with his speech, the pre
mier remarked that he must repeat
what ministers in both houses, of parliament had said several times this
week, but In view of the wild legends
current, it needed h be repeated. He
'
,;
''
.'
said:
;
"It is altogether untrue that the
government or any member of the
government ever, contemplated active
operations of an aggressive character
in Ulster or any operations which now
or ;in the future would impose on the
army any duty or service which was
noi amply covered by the terms of this
ortjjei,' To that I have only to add that
tb ''government adheres to all" the
'
.has maie."

'

'

,

t,

'

' ":

'

-

Underwood

Makes Speech
Mr. Un-

the house quieted down

As

derwood began:
"I am opposed to this bill and naturally I am opposed to a rule for its
consideration," said he. "I regret that
the 'bill "before the house. I hope
it is defeated. But the president haying laid this important question before
congress' J. believe It should be considered, fcut considered in the proper
way. I have always endeavored to;
sustain my party's platfonv I believe
this plank of the platroriri is rightthiSj there l.but one position
I can take, that is to sustain the position expressed In my party's plat'',-

'

form.

Py
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per cent pn Checking Accounts; 4 per cent

PEOPLES BANK
DELGADO WILL BE

.
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!Only One "BROMOj QUININE"
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE. Look for tbs signature of E.
W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One Day,
Cures Grip in Two Days. 25c.

Roger C. Sullivan has opened his
speech making campaign for the democratic nomination for United States
senator to succeed Senator Sherman
1
of Illinois.
An amalgamation of the rival factions of the republican party in Nebraska may be effected at a meeting
to be held in Lincoln next week.

beard and otfer amendments, and said
he would agree to a rule to make the
hill in order.
"I don't question your honesty but
you are making a serious mistake if
you adopt the rule,1, and I would be
unworthy of the commission you have
given me as ,your leader If. I did not
have the courage to stand here and
tell you so," he concluded.
Mr. Underwood was again cheered
as' he took his seat and that seemingly closed the debate against the rule.
Representative Hardwickv democrat,
of Georgia then was recognized to
close debate for its adoption.. ,,
"The gentleman from Alabama tells
his, colleagues on this side to support
a democratic platform," said Representative Hardwick. "I appeal to you
to support democratic doctrine as it
has been since the time of Jefferson,
and this provision whlch( we ipropose
to repeal is no more democratic than
if you wrote a high protective tariff
plank Into a democratic platform."
Turning toward the speaker's dais
and pointing toward Speaker Clark,
M?. Hardwick shouted:
:fThe distinguished gentleman from
Missouri, whom we all love,, joined
Udt: night in an eleventh hour, assault
on' the administration, and his own
party; I will ask the gentleman
whether he does nor know that If be
tears Woodrow Wilson down, no democrat can stand. Doesn't he. realize
that, he must guppor this administrat
tion or be turned into the wilderness
for 4ft years more?" , ,
As Mr. Hardwick concluded Chairman Henry moved "the previous question," and a roll can was ordered,
A roll call wa ordered. Speaker
Clark did no,t take the floor to discuss
the rule. Calling the roll consumed
more than half an hour,
Representative Anderson of Minnesota was the first reppublican to vote
against 'the previous question." Rep- r3ei)3a'tlye' Brusaard of .Louisiana' was
th'w f irat democrat to 'vote, against it.
RephmentaUve Gardner- of jiassachu- ?et'ts.;was the.tirat .ipvMlcan to vote
for it. Representative Fitzgerald of
rtew York, chairman of the appropria
tions committee, loud'y proel'.ijmod
- '
his- vote in opposition,Representative Murdocic, progressive
anno mclng
leader, was emphatic
his vote against the previous question.
v
There was. little- - ,on'j!m
un
the roll call fcfid n t'' '
til the end of tSe Ions jia,t nearly had
"
' r
1
h..n reached- - W!:i.'ji
were
"No"
there
Underwood answered
,
ripples of recognition f ri tl u i
'

,

"I regret that I differ with the
president of the United States and am
compelled to differ with colleagues
here, but I say if we are to make a
mistake in this matter, let it be one
mistake. Let us not turn our faces
against the battery that made a democratic majority ia this house first
noRsible. There are CO democrats in
this house today sshosa seats would
he
by republicans if it wfre Men a fiide.
tot for the democrat! fight in the
Speaker Clark's n:nu u.s i itloi i,f
Ixty-fircongress against the power 'ho roil call ended.
f cloture."
"No," eald the speii r, fiin! tT.e rn
contended liblican side brolcs irf5 rf.;''
The democratic
dJ'nu.
or Use right of the majority to he oined by a portion 0 t
i-

President

BOUT
'

MAYOR OF THE WEST SIDE WILL
AT- ?
OFFICIATE
DURAN.
WOLGAST GO "

FIRST NATIONAL BANS
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

:

depratlonsit.

Announcetnent wasmade today that
Lorenzo Delgado !will act as official
referee at the big boxing contest that
is to take place a week from tonight
when Young Duran of this city !s to
mqet Young Ad Wolgast of Los Angeles in a
ga Mr. Delgado
is an old fight fan and understands
the game, assuring that the decision
will be correct and the rules impar'i
tially enforced.,
,'
'The interest in this bout undoubt
edly ia the greatest yet exhibited by
the fans. Each leveulng crowds
throng to the training quarters of the
boxers and after training is begun it
is impossible to obtain entrance, so
large is the attendance.
Duran is proving decidedly popular
with the fans. He worked out last
night before an unusually large crowd.
His mathed of boxing makes a hit with
the followers of the game. Instead
of following the usual method of getting down to a crouch and apparently
fighting up, Duran fights a straight
bout all the time. His
ability to keep his head in tight places
is to his credit
Wolgast surprised many fans last
night with his work. This boxer appears to be a second Jim Flynn, in
that he is tough and in condition to
stand any kind of knocks. His fighting tactics, however, are not of the
class of Flynn, though the follower
of the famous heavyweight shows
clever headwork in placing his
punches.
The preliminaries to this bout win
be interesting events, according to
the present outlook, and will attract
as strongly as the main go. Promoter
O'Malley has made arrangements for
the opening of the ticket sale next
week, and predicts a large advance
sale.
blow-for-blo- w

CAMBRIDGE THE FAVORITE

London, March 27. Oxford and
Cambridge will grappie tomorrow in
their annual rowing raca on the
Thames. The contest will Uk'e place
over the usual course from Putney to
Mqrtlake, a distance of four and"'
miles.
Drawn fine by weeks of training
and keyed up to the highest pitch,
the rival eights will battle for aquatic
supremacy in what promises to he a
close and interesting contest The
Cambridge men are favorites in the
betting. But the Oxonlana have a
reputation for showing poor form until
one-quart-

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided

a-r- a

i

just before the

big- race'5 and then
winning out Mindful 'of " this fact,
many persons are confident of the
ability of the Oxford crew to wear
down their opponents in the latter
part of the race.

THE

PLANE
Glenn H.

OVER-SE-

New York, March 27
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stated yesterday that he expected
to have the Rodman Wanamaker
transatlantic flyer constructed by the
last week in May and ready for Its initial trial by the first of June.
"We will hold several trials at
Mr. Curtiss said, "keeping
the machine there perhaps a month.
This will enable us to put it through
all sorts of tests."By the first of July we should be
able to send the fraft to the coast of
Newfoundland. We will ship direct
to St. John's. A few short tuning-utrials will bs held there. That should
not take man'y days, so by the middle
of July the machine will be ready to
make the flight over the Atlantic,
Then the only thing to wait for will
be the right atmospheric conditions.
"We are now setting up the frame.
One of the seven engines that are bo
ing built for the machine has been
completed for two weeks. Of these
seven engines two will be selected to
be Installed in the craft
"The proposal io iusiai! a wifeless
outfit may be given up. It would mean
a great deal of extra weight An
auxiliary engine to operate the wireless probably would be too heavy and
I don't think storage batteries would
be feasible."
The machine will be painted the
brightest red that can be found. This
is to make the
raft conspicuous,
which will be important to the captains of ocean liners, who will be asked to keep a sharp lookout for it
"Silk also will be used instead of
p

sJ, r

1.1

w wer we frames, tjurtisa
said. "The silk will be covered with
a preparation resembling collodion.
There will be a saving of 20 pound
weight by the use of the silk and special coating instead of canvas. That
moans three more gallons of gasoline.
Every gallon, it is figured, will carry
the machine eight miles."
EXTENSIONS ARE GRANTED
Santa Fe, March 27 The state engineer today granted extensions of
time to Jessie Onderdonls of Raton,
until September, 1814, to complete the
irrigation project which Is to reclaim
250 acres and until Octiber 1,1914, to
apply to beneficial use waters out of
the Una de Gato.
He also gave an extension to R. P.
Robinson and Eva B. Robinson of
Shamrock, Otero county, to apply to
beneficial use, the project being completed, until the end of the Irrigation
season, September 25, 1914.
4

CLANCY IS PLEASED
Santa Fe, March 27. Attorney Genera! Frank W. Clancy is chuckling
over a law book advertisement
that carries unconscious humor in that
it says: "John F. Dillon said the
number of cases is legion, but the
principles they establish are con.;-,tively few, capable cf heieg ni. '
and capable also of direct and iv.t i!?- gent statement," and then rr'""
to say: "Such a statement of 6i&.f
:
can law Is now being made in 2 .
.

GROVES

IN CARLSBAD

Santa Fe March- 27. Corpcr ",:.v
fi'-Commissioner M. S. Groves
noon for Carlsbad, his home, to fper 1
ten days. Mrs. McDonald and Jut. V
lerj !Mrs 'spencer,' were bound to
for the' McDonald ranch at C
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In every department of D&nking we
prepared to give the best of service
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TRUST CO.

Jefferson Reynolds, President
& B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds, Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice
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SENT TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES

"""N

Vast Amount

'of

tr

British Capita! In

3

vested in Colonies and in
North America.

1

Take first the capital gupplieil to
new countries for the development of
their railways, their oil flelda, their
rubber plantations, their agriculture.
We all remember the political catchword of "capital going abroad," and
the campaign against British ' invent-uents- ,
organized and controlled by the
unionist party,' remarks the London
Chronicle.
The unionist leaders and
the unionist
of the exchequer solemnly told the aountry that
money was safer abroad than at home,
and there ie no doubt that the investing .classes, which are largely unionist, took their word for it and did Ino
vest abroad. Believing that Diaz,
or Huerta waa a Bafer guide than
or
Asqulth
they neglected everything English and subscribed for anything foreign a policy that they may
,
bitterly repent today.
The result of this attitude in England was great activity in the new
undeveloped countries. In the capital
market, when the tap is working easily, some one is sure to' be there with
a bucket, and foreign borrowers did
take money from London in bucket-fuls-.
Exactly how inuch has been
subscribed lh the, last few years no
one can say but the Economist
figures, which are the most conservative of all the published
statistics,
place the amount of new capital publicly raised In England during the last
five years at
one thou1,044,609,000
sand millions in Ave years In advertised prospectuses alone! Of this sum
by far the" greater part has gone to
British' colonies and South America,
Canada alone taking nearly 200,000,-00and Argentina nearly
100,000,000.
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LONDON

TO HONOR

FRANKLIN

Movement to Set Up Statue of Philosopher In Chapel Where He
Worked as Printer.
people would connect
romance with the name of Benjamin
Franklin, but there Is a chance that he
may be commemorated in the most romantic of England's few medieval
churches, St. Bartholomew's, Smith-field- .
Few London

Some one has discovered from the
parish rate books that he once worked
at the case in an office housed in his
day in the Lady Chapel of the church.
Franklin records that he was employed on setting up the second ediNation of Woolaston's "Religion-o- f
ture" and in that book there is. a
quaint little engraving showing the
top floor of the factory with the com
positora' racks.
The posts of these racks were still
there in 1885 before the Lady Chapel
was cleared of its workaday fittings
and prepared for worship again.
In the wall oyer the Lady Chapel
altar (and in Franklin's day actually
In the printing room) are five tall
niches, probably filled with figures ol
saints before the Reformation., It is
now proposed to commemorate Franklin by placing one or more "feniala
- '
saints" in these niches'.
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Poor, But Proud.
A lady who is a district visitor be
came much interested in a Very poor
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lOBBV RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

N

102 Meets every Monday
Regular comnlgkt it
O. Rv C.' hall, on Donglae aventa
munication
and
first
I
third Thursday
In 8 o'clock.
visiting members are sea
eacn month, visiting dia!ly welcome. J. C. Wertz, PreSk
x
vVTA brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; o, ft.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
Petten, Secretary.
TISEMENTS
F, O. E. Meets .first and third, Ties-da- y
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
evenings each month at Wooa-meFive cent per Una tach Insertion.
KNIGHTS T E M PLAS Reg- hall. Visiting brothers cordiai
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglai
No ad to occupy less space than two
W. P.;; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
day In each mantii at MaAll
nea
advertisement
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at apace actually cet
M. Smith, EL C; Chas. Tamme. Re.
without regard to number of word.
:
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL Tlf.lt CAR
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL, ARCH MASONS
Regular
70-.-''tim.East Bound
Monday in
month "at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
7:20 p. m
7:45 pi
Y; Temple at 7:80 p. m. .p. No, Z
11:59 p. n
'fyl&'i: 4? Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4. ...11:54 "p. m
:
Blood, Secretary. .
2:30 a. la
No. 8
2:25 a. m
A.-

M.

COLUMN

"

...

riVeach'

'.'

'(.

.

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

OPTIC

NUMBER,

MAIN E

No. 10.

1:35 p. m
West Bound

LODGE NO.

t. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting

'

No. 1.
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No. 3.
J. Friedenstine, N. O.; A. T.
Rogers, No. 7.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No. I.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTEDr-Seco- nd
hand cash regls-- , Cemetery Trustee.
ter and restaurant stools. E. E.
'
Hlte, White Kitchen.
B. P, O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
n
IIMMH
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Tlsltlng brothers
are cordially Invited. Got. Win. J.
This
PUBLIC AUCTION At my ranch two Mills, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
- miles north of Las Vegas, on Mora Secretary.
road, Saturday, March. 28, 1914, at
y0 '
10 a. m. sharp: 1 registered black KNIGHTS AND
LADIES OF SECUR; Percheron stallion 4 years old, 1 700
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2300. Meets In
pounds; 1 black mare 4 years old, W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
1,300 pounds; ,1 bay mare 4 years
first and third Mondays of each
old, 1,300 pounds; 1 gray mare 4 month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights aud
years old, 1,300 pounds, all In foal Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
- from above stallion; 1
bay horse
President; A. D. Tillman, Financolt coming 2 years old, 1 'black
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Teputy,
horse colt coming 1 year old, 7 good 908 Jackson
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
tehots about 90 or 100 pounds, 1
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
milch cow, 4 years old, 4 heifers East Las
Vegas, N- - M.
will freshen soon,.4 yearling heifers,
c
Z .x
2
old heifers, 1 lot chickL. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anc
ens, complete line farm implements.
fourth
Thursday evening eact
All household goods. Terms cash.
at W. O. "W. hall. Visiting
month
Free lunch. S. F. Hem'er, Prop.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
FOR SALE
Household furniture, Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn SecreUry
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tuei
TOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey day of the month In the vestry room
oq a.
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
homo kind. Phone Purple 5623 m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
"
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
Greenclay, Secretary.
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R,
Meet 'ln-t-he
Forest of Brotherlj
I. strong
cockerels. C. Love at Woodmen of the World hall
W. Wesner.
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
'XR SALE Five passenger touring Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
car, also my black driving mare, Montague, Local Deputy. Tisitln
buggy and harness.
Ben Coles,
members are especially welcorae an
cordially Invited.

Wsmtcsi

2:00

.
; ,

v

'

Arrive..
Depart '
1:10 p. m.. ... , 1:35 p.'
a. m..... 6:40 a. m
4:20 p. in..'.;. 4:30 p. tk
6:35 p. m.,..". 7:00 p,
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For Czio

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
you use
---

if

EMPRESS
FLOUR- -It

'

giving yoy

a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS
,

FLOUR really is. J
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
9CNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

but apparently respectable Irish family named Currah living on the top
floor of a great building in a slum dis
SILVER
trict of her parish.
Every time she visited the Currans
she was annoyed by the staring aud
I FRENCH.
the whispering of the other women'
living In the building. ' One day she
LING) FINISH
said to Mrs. Curran: '
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CI"Tour neighbors seem very curious
CAilPDrCC
to know who and what I am and the
NO. 804. Meet
second and
nature of my business with you."
FOR RENT Two nice rooms for light lUrth Thursday In O. B. C. hall,
?
can be ob
"They do," acquiesced Mrs. Curran.
housekeeping, modern. 814 Nation Pioneer building.
Visiting members
"Do they ask you about it?".
this
tained in
city from
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
al, Phone Olive 5501.
"Indade they do, ma'am."
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
"And do you tell them?"
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone
"Faith, thin, Oi do not"
"What do you tell them?" V
Main 230.'
-. "OI
just tell thlm," was the calm reply, "that ye are me dressmaker, an' FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
. . 13c par 1S9 Ika.
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Oslvsry
let It go at that." Pittsburgh Chroniwith board if desired. 710 Grand.
.M..M.2So par 18t (k
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each DaUvsry .
cle Telegraph.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
,M.MMS0o par 1st tfea.
.
par 1St Iba.
60
M
to
209
Each
....M49
Home.
Iba.,
Return
lbs,
Dtllvsry
Washington's
1N Ik
On December 4, 17S3, Washington
par
,M.MMlto
Ltss than 58 lbs. Each Dellwtry
bade farewell to his officers in New
York and rowed across the Hudson to
A.G.OAT.n-BAOHPANYturquoise
New Jersey, thence proceeding to LOST Filigree cuff link,
corner
between
of
National
v
setting,
to
There he handed
Philadelphia.
the
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors e Natmral lea, tha Pultx 139
and Seventh and fire. A. W. Smith,
proper officers a statement of the
Lasting Qualities at Which Have Kada Lac Vegaa rimona.
money he had spent out of his own
City Hall. Reward.
OFFICE 761 DOUGLAS AVENUE
pocket after he took command of the
more
than eight years before in LOST Watch, silver case, open face,
army
Cambridge. The amount was $64,315.
15 jewel. Crescent St. Movement
For his services during tsat time ha
!Leave at Optic, Suitable reward,
refused any pay. When he reached
Annapolis, where congress was Bitting, he resigned as commander in
Foley Cathartic tablets are. entirely
Zy
chief of the army, and proceeded to effective, thoroughly cleansing and alML Vernon, where he had been but ways pleasant in action. They contain
once during the eight years and a half. blue flag, are a remedy for constipa
tion and sluggish, liver, and a tonic to
the bowels, which are Improved by
Lawyers' Favorite Indoor Sport.
their use. Try them. They do not
"As to the question of good faith
fair to give relief and satisfaction. Othat has been raised here, that has no G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
bearing whatever," declared one of the Store. Ady
lawyers for the "taxpayers" who are
mma
tiia tec.a t
Classffiej d, mil
trying to enjoin the Hyde case prosethose who MIGHT
tarUaalar tSOag ft worth mm.
cution. And possibly he spoke correctly. More and more the element of
Tfcal protmtf
is
jm & I aU U W03tB3
"good faith" is ceasing to bo a factor.
m
fta
WM
Ka
waa reads tia
aarat
Many attorneys regard the administratai
ti
Ewtpfspsr
ion of law as an indoor eport a duel
mates
II
row
mroportr
tfrertia;.
of wits between Artemaa Quibble aud
Erasmus K. Snitch. Kansas City Star.
s taia atwa'mva
aad.'aifa4rer
vait (u
Other, wait rad
i4l3&-- s
are ansloiM t fay
tor) took, axtamoMIea,
Fixed Furniture.
1 aint ttsma
as.a EUiiu
aay
axtlelai
and
turnltwa,
ert,
to
It Is now considered dc&Srable
41
trumaato.
j
have much of the furniture built la to
i r .
a
save buying.
Thjs aino preserves
.
nm t? fe?5 pA,i',;
As Vr a".a'"til
tf p
insistent decorative Echeme. la th
T
S.:Sifl&m
s
tm
aihla
f
ttoy
tal4
aoti
t.
:onstruction of housra brick in given
enewed consideration because of its
ttcellent decorative pojciW'litea.
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so busily did she work that she did
not know how time was passing until the sound of Blair's tread two
flights down startled her.- She lost
her balance, tried to: regain it, and
upon the
toppled uown with a crash
' '
pieces of glass.
she picked herself up
By HAROLD CARTER.
and fled, leaving the broom and dus--te- r
Blair occupied a studio In an old'
behind. She ran into her room
fashioned district of New York, at and locked the door, and waited in an
the very top of the lodging-housagony of suspense to hear Blair ehter
where rooms could be obtained with- his room.,
sums
out board for
varying from two
She heard the toot close, heard. a
to seven dollars weekly. Blair liked loud exclamation, heard the door ny
the place because it was solitary, and open. And there came a hammering
had stipulated that his room was not at her own. Delia waited; breathless,
to be cleaned. There he established eilent He would not go away. He
fcimself with ninety-fivdollars and rapped louder. In terror she sprang
the paraphernalia of his trade.
to her feet and opened. Blair was
He calculated that the money would
standing outside, red with anger. In
last him just long enough for the his hands he held the broom and duscompletion of his great stained glass ter..'..
window for the Church of the Annun"Are these yours?" he demanded.
ciation. The agreement. was for pay- "Yes, I see they are, and I have to
knew
ment upon delivery, and Blair
thank you for making a bear's garden
that his first commission would lead of my studio and destroying the work
to many others. He had eight weeks of weeks," he exclaimed, in tones that
ta which to complete the work, and Delia had never hoard addressed to
be had spent two sketching and pac- her before.
ing the floor, smoking innumerable'
'wanted to help you," the girl
cigarettes while his ideas took form stammered. "I thought "
In his mind.
But how Could she tell him what
He could not fix the image of the she had thought that he was as loneangel. His Ideas, shadowy at first, ly as she, that he had no one to care
had gradually crystallized into a wo- for him. The tears came into . bet1
man's face that he had never seen. eyes, and finding it impossible to reSometimes he would wander through strain then she put her handkerchief
fo her, but he to ber face and. Sobbed.
tiie streets looking
;
ver found her.' '
Already dishevelled by her long
However, even without thii he could work in the studio, he felt that her
produce' a satisfactory piece of work. hair was loosening, and, putting her.
He knew that and worked hard. His hand to bur .head to make it secure,
ninteutional frown when he met only succeeded in
the whole
taer roomers on the italrs. soon auburn mass tumbleletting
about her shoulHe
him
alone.
leave
to
them
..'
taught
,
ders. '.
;.
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Austro-Hungaria-

e

and more, and the money to be invested will altogether amount to not
less than $600,000,000.
This money will be taken up in the
shape of loans,' and the loans will be
floated in Paris, Vienna, Berlin and
London. All the Balkan countries, including Bulgaria and Albania, will obtain such loans. Railroad construction
will necessarily not begin until .after
the various loans have been obtained.
Albania's new roads the first that
country will have will connect With
those' of Greece and Servia, one line
being from Monastic to Durazzo, another .from Valona to Janina. If the
Jin le really
projected- Danube-Adrt- a
built by Austrian capital which is
doubtful, because it wouldn't pay for
years to come there would be direct
railroad connection between Vienna
and Albania. The completion of the
Tram-Balkaline, a Bulgarian work,
and which is to go as far- as Dedea-gatc- h
on the Aegean, and to connect
with the Roumanian lines will give
Bulgaria a perfect railroad system.
above all, requires much
Greece,
capital for railroads, notably, in her
new territory. The Servian road enterprises will all be capitalized by
France. Greece will for the first time

.

;

'

(

There was a long silence. Delia
dared not look tip, but she dared not
go back into her room for she felt
that her crime1 was too deep, not to
'
'.'
need requital.
Suddenly she felt two hands on her
shoulders. Mr. Blair had actually
done that; he dared to swing her
round bo that the light from the hall
window fell up"on her face.
"You are wonderful!' he exclaimed.
"Mr. Blair!" said Delia indignant-

:

--

-

ly.

"Wonderful! You re my angel!'!'
"How dare you say that to me!"
cried Delia, and then It was Blair's
turn to be apologetic.
"You don't understand. I don't
mean that sort of angel," he explained.
"The angel' that I was trying to do
in glass when you so happily destroyed my efforts. Now you must
sit to me. I have still time to do
my picture."
And when he had explained they
felt themselves to be fast friends for

Don't

Understand."
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ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A.

.

Attorncya-at-La-

Huk

w

Laa Vegas,

New Hexl

stomach, liver and bowels Is prompt
OR. F. 8. HUXMANN
and sure. They also know a little
Dentist
given today saves a sick child tomorrDental work of any description at
ow;.
Ask your druggist for a
moderate prices
bot
tle of "California Syrup of.. Figs-,- Room l. Center Block. Office "Phone
which contains directions for babies, - Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413.
children of all ages and. for grown-up- s
East Las Vegas! '"New Mexico
plainly on the bottle. Beware of coun
terfeits Bold hero. Get the genuine,
MONUMENT CO
made by "'California Fig Syurp Comf
,N. M.Albuquerqae,
pany." Don't be fooled!. Adv..
'.' :
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
.,
Special "Health Warning" for March
A. JONES
VJ. W, BOWERS
March is a trying month for the
very young' and,, for elderly- people,
eslonal Health Culture for Ladles
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and Prof
avoidare
be
to
feared
and
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
pneumonia
ed. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
family medicine that will quickly stop
Treatment, Facial Massage, Maalv
a cough, check the progress of a cold
cure, Chiropody.
and - relieve inflamed and congested
'
air passages.. It is safe, pure ana alSteam Laundry Building
ways reliable. . O. G. Schaefer and Red
Phone Vegas 128
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Gross, Kelly
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUH MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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by W. O. Chapman.)

Wild Roses In Profusion During the
Summer Months Have a Charm
That All Enjoy.
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NEW ENGLAND'S REAL BEAUTY
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But long before the great window
had been completed and brought Blair
the first of his many triumphs, he
had decided that Delia was to be that
sort of angel after all. And Delia
thought so too.

Ha never looked at Miss Dexter, but
buried by, and as time passed her
him
(presence only seemed to irritate
She more.
i
Delia's sympathetic heart, was
touched by Blair's appearance. She
thought he did not have enough to
at She did not know that it was
(overwork and worry that caused him
to get thinner and more haggard-look- Hng as the weeks went by. In fact
ihalf the allotted time bad gone and
the masterpiece was hardly begun.
I
Gradually a thought came into
Delia's head. She would help him,
despite himself. He need never know
who it was that watched over him,
(but, lonely herself, she would help
joiners as lonely. : She formed a very
Waring plan.
She had come to know the routine
of Blair's daily life. Every evening
t six o'clock he would lock his door
,nd go out to the cheap restaurant
twhere he ate his supper. The rest of
this meais he cooked in his studio, but
(the supper hour was unvarying. As
the became used to her presence he
iceased to notice her at all. And one
for event hap(evening a
pened. Blair left his door unlocked.
That was Delia's opportunity. He
(would not return for an hour, and one
Soft-jljean do a great deal in an hour.
she crept in, armed with a broom
(and a duster. She "was going to tidy
Shis room for him.
j
When she had entered she looked
iround her in amazement. She saw
who bed, without a sign of linen, in
jone corner;, in another a little gas
istove and. a table, with a couple of
chairs. And the floor, was a perfect
(rubbish-heaof broken glass and
She did not
and
varKigh.es.
paints
fknow that all these fragments of
;Iass were the unplaced tortious ol
r
(the groat window.
First she Bortad Tout tha cans and
placed them in' orderly array against
the wail. Tuea .ah 8 gathered ths
glass fragmet
together and put
them in a heaft ttcon, t'ne floor.' .Then,
taking her duater, she mounted a
ichair and began to wipe t'ne cobwebs
tfrom the waiia.'
All the while she was' listening in
ftratljr for a ste on the. etal.ru; yet
'

take this harmless "fruit laxative."
Millions of metiers keep it handy be
cause tbey know its action on the

WAGON

BAIN

1

ever.

iflfp
"You

THE OLD RELIABLE

.

HUB

v

n

'

ribly. She had not been long in New
York, where she supported herself
as a stenographer In a law office.
She was homesick and unhappy, and
she had no friends at all.
Blair scowled dreadfully when he
came to realize that the room next
to his was taken, and by a woman.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,
,a; '
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of. F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business la the
City of Toledo, county and State aforesaid, and that said tttm wiil pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLAKS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be' cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE. FR ANK J. CHEN25.Y..
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6tn day of December, A. D. 1886. - r X ' V ... -'
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists. 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

y
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frown
did
his
But Delia

While Not Rich in
If your kittle one's tongue Is coated,
Capital, When Compared to Some
Other Countries, Will Finance
It la a sure sign the stomach, liver
and bowels need a egntle, thorough
Large Share of Work.
cleansing at onoe. When your child
Vienna. On the part of a high
is cross, peevish, listless, pale, doesn't
n
official of the
bank,
act naturally; if breath is bad,
sleep,
the great state institution Jn thl
country, I received some details about etomach .sour, system full of cold,
the building of a number of new rail- throat sore, or if feverish, give a
roads and the improvement of exist- teaspbonful pf "California Syrup of
ing ones in the Balkan countriesespeFigs," and in a few houra all the
is in- clogged-up- ,
cially so far as Autsria-Hungarconstipated, waste, eour
volved. Although the dual monarchy
is not rich in capital, when compared bile and undigested food will gently
to some other countries, Bhe will yet move out of the bowels, and you have
undertake a considerable share of the a well, playful child again.
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
work. Thia will last for fire years
Austria-Hungar-

e

bad the reputation pf being a crank.
That was what Mrs. James, the landlady, told Miss Lucy Dexter.
"I'm sorry that I must give you the
room next to bis, my dear," she said
to the girl, "but as you can't pay
more than two that's the only one
I can let you have at the; price.
There's only his room and yours on
the top floor, but I guess he won't
annoy you,- If you don't mind his

MADE FROM FRUIT CAN'T HARM
TENDER STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS

Roa?irs Are Built.

Panic-stricke-

CHILD'S LAXATIVE

A

IS "SYRUP OF FIGS"

FOREVER

Sorne

FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 1914.

Nothing in rural New England is
finer than the outburst of wild roses
which begins about the middle of
June and in some places lasts until
the end of September. The wild rose
bushes are frequently found clustering along the old stone walls which
were formerly in great abundance
and how are more and more rarely
found dividing the hillside or seashore
farms into pasture lots or corn fields

..

i

'i
,

ilk

or orchards. If there was any one
product which New England generous
ly and even lavishly offered its mas
terg when they first began to ' clear
its wilderness, it was the materials
for Stope, walls.
They were im par
tially distributed Under and 'over the
soil. The stones were of eve? y .size
and shape; there were huge ones for
the lower courses and graduated minor
ones to pile on top. In tuany places
they could be made double thickness,
with hollows to fill in with superflui
ties. That often failed to exhaust the
supply. It is odd that they were not
used more for building houses, even
as they found their place in, lining
deep wells where hung specimens- oi
the old oaken bucket Of late years,
especially along the seashore, architects having cast their eyes on them
and seen in them artistic possibilities,
the farmers have been glad to sell at
rather high, certainly at growing
prices, the old stone walls that their
ancestors or the original owners of
the land had created at such cost of
lame backs and sweaty foreheads.
The disappearance of them has caused
a considerable loss in the pictures-quenesof many localities. Around
them, clustered the wild rose bushes,
and the delicate pink blossoms looked
like exotic butterflies. Wild roses do
not stand picking very well; they
quickly drop their petals or fade away
when put into vases; but If not in
terfered with they keep up a sweet
succession of blossoms, and often one
may see the Jeweled humming-birposing over them, perfectly motionless, apparently, though his wings are
buzzing like a dynamo, tlsea 'darting
off like a coal of fire.
s
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In Old - Vienna.

obtain raroad connection with the
European network, both with Vienna
and with Paris. .Several-o- f these pro:
jected. lines will- give Austrian, and
Hungarian export readier and more
varied access to the Aegean, the
Adriatic, the Black and the Indian
seas.
For some time th
government has been on the
track'- of unscrupulous emigration
agents who have facilitated the egress
of persona who for some reason or
other were not legally entitled to
leave the country, such as young men
about to serve in the army. Lately,
many hundreds of arrests were made.
The evidence shows that there has
been all along a whole flourishing industry, the chief centres being in
Vienna, Trieste, Flume, Lemberg, Prague, Cracow, Budapest, Grosswardeic
and some smaller places. Government detectives ferreted out "the
facts, and they are certainly astound-inenough. The wholesale manufacture 'of forged documents of all kinds,
enabling the holders to pass th'J
scrutiny of the government agents at
the frontiers and in the harbor towns
seems to have been carried on "by
notaries, lawyers, and "in hot a few
officaBes by municipal or provincial
"
Austro-Hungaria-

cials.
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So. far the worst cases that came to
in
the sufrace were ascertained
Vienna and Grosswardein.

Hurt During Initiation.
Elkins, W. Va. A "spanker," conNot Suited to White People'
taining a dynamite cap, which was
Colonization offers serious problems being-useduring the initiation oi
for the advocates of a "white Austra- Lee Fharea, a merchant, iisto a fralia." North Queensland is within that ternal order, exploded with
such
boundary ';of 20 degrees nort'a and force that a serious wound was insouth of the equator in which white dicted.
nmn-malive. But they cannot take
their wives there and found families.
Wife in Jail Tco fSueft.
So the doctor says. And the doctor
hit
nnntiitgton, W. Vii. AHegiKS
has noted that whereas the first gen- spouse foiled to fterform tor wlrel?
eration of whites docs well, the
duties bacauKe of pj;v.r.fi!i!g too rntic'-timdown to the
and the third
ia jail. Gr&nt Lots of tuis citj,
failure of the fourth.
sued tor a 'ilvoree.
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All;

Following the New Mexico, is hereby called to meet
on Monday, the 30th day' of March,
1914, 'on the second, floor of the. City
Hall of said city, beginning at the
hour of 7:30 o'clock p. m., for the
purpose' of nominating the candidates
of the republican party for tha offices
to be1 filled', at the city election to be
held ,on April 1, 1914. At the said
convention the City Central Commit-ie- e
of the republican party will pro
lent for discussion and such actio.!
as may be deemed advisable and for
the best interests of the otty of Las
Henry
O'Bryan,
Vegas, a plan looking toward ft fuslo
this city as Harry O'Bryan, died
In Portland, 0rfi. News of Ms ticket to be nominated ana supported
death has been received by friends In by both republicans and democrata.
:
The primaries to beheld In each of
a telegram.
four wards of the said city for
the
O'Bryan,' who left Denver for Portof ten delegates from
eelectlon'
the
here
(lived
land several months. ago,
for many years! As a young lawyer, each of' said wards to the Baid city
he was one of the wading 'democrats convention are hereby called to meet
of the city, and people predicted 8 at the hour of 7:30 o'clock on the
evening, March 27. 1914, at the folbrilliant future for him!
lowing places:
modern
dozen
a
lie could speak half
school
languages fluently.' He could tell a First Ward Douglas Avenue
room,
eouthwest
ground
building,
could
good story in any dialect, and
floor. Primaries to be called to order
sing a song to entertain any crowd.
'
E. Morrison or Ma''
In ,1905 he married Mrs. Lionel by either George
'
" '""
Stewart.
rlon
,,.
writer
Ross inthony;'i; :uepiiper
of
office
Ward
Second
Hall,
City.
known under the pen name' ot "Polly
to
the
the
of
Peaces
Justice
primaries
' Last
Pry.
January he leit, jjenver.
called to .'.order- - .by N. 'B. Rose-berr-

-

THIS WEEK

jsud-deal-

Six room modern house tor rent, 919
Fourth street Phono C. H. Steven
son, Main aal. Auv.

'

r..,

For Sale 1,200 pound horse, per
fectly, sound and . true; works any
where, George A. Fleniiag,. Main 40.
Don't fail to see Las Vegas and sur
roundings In moving pictures. Photo
play theater tonight and Saturday.
Adv..

Stearns'. Store'.

:

,

...

:,

;

l'

Moving pictures of Las Vegas in
Pathe's Weekly can be seen at Photo-- '
play, theater tonight and Saturday.
r" .' ;
r
Adv.

B LiUETS

--

We

'

ALL REPAIR WO,
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR GAR CO.
'

'

;C.;::;

As-8ortm- ent

';;.'.

WHAT DOES

'

as

.

C

i'-- 7'-

the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

pankets are Genuine Souvenirs

of

Hp'!

STAND

F0R7,
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We are exclusive agents for the Patter-

'

These

'

'

BEST PAIFITS SOLD

" '

.
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".-

FORMERLY

:.;.'

part-fterabJ-

Ward--Dougl-

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
"fine colorings - unique patterns-a- il
rv
"
"V,':'prices.

:
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LAS'VEOAS FORO SALES COMPANY

NOTICE
.Third Ward City Hall, Council
p
Notice is hereby given that the
Chamber, Primaries to be called to
between Mrs. .J Regcnsberg order by E.. J. MeVVenle.
For Siile Few pieces furhiturei left. arid Maurice1 Regerisberg, ;and doing; Fourth
Avenue
t
Call Saturday and Monday between 10 business' under the; firm name
school rbuiiding, Northwest, room,
a. m and 4 p. m. Wells Fargo buildMercantile - company,' "was ground floor. Primaries to be called
diswaved.
ii6.
Dennis.
W.
on Hhv 2nd day" of January, to .order, by Hallett Raynolds.
v.
ing, ltooni
?
tat' as'' relates to 1 Sfrs. The 'ttredentiala'iofj the delegates
AJtyP 1914,
'
Mrs. Peter Roth has recovered J. Regensberg. ":
from each of eaid ward ;. primaries
from a serious case of taflammatovy
All debts of said partnership are to must e in the, hands of the Chai
rheumatism, which has. kept her at be paid and those due from same dis- man of the City Committee by 5
home for the past several weeks.
charged at Colmor, in the: county of o'clock in the afternoon of Monday,
Colfax, in the state of New Mexico, March 30, 1914.'
Free Tariff price sale. Uncle Sam where the business will continue by
By order of the Republican City
cuts the price. We invite everyone the said Maurice Regensberg under Central Committee.
to look over Spring- stock, guality and the name of Regensberg Mercantile
JOHN H. YORK,
Chairman.
price. Taichert's Clothing Store. Cor- company.
'
rect garments for men. Adv.
MRS. J. REGENSBERG.
. ;
:
CALL FOR PRIMARIES
MAURJCE REGENSBERG.
Two carloads of race horses passed
Call is hereby made for Democratic
Primaries to be held at 7:30 O'clock
through Las Vegas this afternoon
from Juarez, Mexico, to stables
p. m. on the 28th day of, March, A. D.
In Kentucky. The horses' have been GOOD THINGS ABOUND
1914, as follows:
Ward No. 1 at Douglas Avenue
racing In Juarez.
school building.
ON THE LOCAL MARKET
The work on the repairing and reWard No. 2 at Judge Murray's ofM.
fice In City Hall.
painting of the interior of the
Ward No. 3 at Council Chamber in
Greenberger clothing store has been PEOPLE WHO PREFER INFERIOR
finished, and that establishment' '.is
the
City Hall.
STUFF IF l?UCH EXIST
now considerably improved in appearAvenue
No. 4 at Douglas
Ward
MUST STARVE
.'
ance.
school building.
;
the
are
for
These
called
primaries
If man were a icreature that could
"M. E. Hite, the proprietor of the
of nominating one alderman
live upon the foods which are not purposa
White Kitchen, this morning began
and for the seleche would starve in Las Vegas in the First ward
work ' oh the equipment of another good
tion
nine
of
delegates from each ward
now, for the markets show nothing
lunch counter which is to be located
to
Democratic
a
City Convention to
but the best and an unusually large
be held at the City Hall in the City
just south of the White Kitchen, for quantity of that.
train trade. This place formerly was
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, at 8:00
Each grocery store or meat market
30th day of
o'clock
managed by the Bisniark restaurant.
p. m. on the
itfie
cream
of the eatables.
displays
A. D. 1914. Said Convention
March,
Fresh vegetables hold a firm place
called for the purpose of nomiAccording to a rumor received here
while
the lineup of meats and poultry being
today, Leyba, which voted under the lo is excellent. Fruits are abundant and nating a City Clerk and a City Treascal option law on Tuesday of this week.
the City Election which is
and the whole arrangement is urer for
went wet. Official news from Pecos, cheap,
to be held on the 7th day of April, A.
dindelicious
and
of
a,
tasty
which voted on the same question on promising
D. 1914.
ner for Sunday's menu.
TTnTsaid primaries are further Inthe same day, confirms the report that
In fresh vegetables the following
to name two persons' who
the place went dry fby a majority, of
structed
Lettuce,: both
may be purchased:
19 votes. .
shall be members of the Democratic

:

'

alsd'carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

y

bi

Special sale tomorrow 100 bunches
of last season's flowers 10c each. Mrs.r
L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth Str Adv.
j

IT

LIVERY 5xnd REPAIRING

.

i

.......

3IMJB

AUTOffiOBi

Elks' bowling team.

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood game there will be a dance, at the
Bar. Adv.
Rye at the Oper
club, to which all members of the
lodge and their ladies are. cordially
Dram and piano music furnished invited
for dances.. Mrs. J. N. Cook. Adv.
HARRY O'BRYAN DEAD
William Coleman, Sr., Is reported
Harry O'Bryan,; wSo "formerly reas recovering from an operation for sided in Las Vegas and married the
sister of former Governor Otero, died
appeuaicils.i
rpppnt iy in Portland, Ore., nccordinS
Wanted A seamstress for Iusaud'i.
fnlWin Mnainx froni a re
Asylum. Apply at corner of Douglas cent issue of the Denver Post:
avenue and Eighth street Adv.
J.
widely known in

our customers will
havetheopportunity
fOiEatOLatSUp to taste the well
Delicacies. We invite
known Beech-Nu- t
everyone to come and get acquainted with
.;
these products. :"
--

j

.

..

The Dawson bowling' team of Daw- CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PR1MAR-- ,
son, N. M.,'wilt arrive In Las Vegas
IES AND CONVENTION ,.
tomorrow noon and: tomorrow night
A delegate convention of the repubwill be matched against the local lican party of the city pf Las Vegas,

'

LOCAL NEWS

!

MARCH 2?, 1914,"

PR I DAY,

son Sargent high grade paint specialities.
Renew your wood work with! O P J
Gloss Interior PaJnts.

'

'

-
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

DPS

will m&ke yovir
furniture and floors appear as new.

J.

Chfna-eLa-

c

C. JOHNSEN

(l

SON

.
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SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS

I

......
;

are only possible when made
with such a hour as our
Pure Quill. None less good
will make euch light, tooth-- "
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some,
if

IV

catf

75he
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sua

cuits. Order a sack and surprise your husband tomorrow morning with biscuits
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully Justified In doing so.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

head and leaf, radishes, asparagus,
green onions,' spinach, turnips, beet,
carrots, celery, tomatoes, cabbage and
the regular quantity of dry vegetables.
In fruits apples, oranges, grapefruit,
bananas and strawberries may be purchased, at the lowest prices:
Fish holds the leading position' at
the meat market. Catfish, halibut,
salmon and plaice may be .purchased.
Turkeys likewise may be purchased
at ai price ranging from 28 to 30 cents
a pound.' The regular stock of standard meats also is delicious in appear
ance and quality.

f The
prediction that March would
leave like a lion sems to nave nttie
chance to come" true. The weather
here for the past few days has been
perfect and the evenings similar to
real summer time. The maximum
temperature yesterday was 63 degrees
while the minimum last night was 28.
'

1 At

llie Heme cf (lie Best of EverjlMog Ealalile

For Fresh Garden Seed, Onion
Sets, Flower Seed
CALL UP PIIONE 16 or. 17
or Come arid Pick Tliem Out

CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Lipsett desire

to thant their friends and neighbors
for their kind assistance and heauti-fufloral offerings given at the In
terment of their little daughter, Laura

l

'

'

Ruhscribe for The OPtlo

Emily.

KINKEL'S MOTHER DEAD
George H. Kinkel, president of the
board of directors of the Y. M, C. A.,
MR.

-
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TIME

COOTS

There is Safety in a good
Watch;' but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
of ptirtftore,
' goes oiit

RcRafdlrss tit' Ft tee

I-

J

i

'

to-i'- !.

ALiwen mm at our shop
fC3 ITS

GUARANTEED

PEEFECTNESS

Th Las egas Autoniobile
: and Machino Shop
THREE LAS VEGANS
IN

1VIE

VENTURE

SIMISON, DUNCAN AND COOK ARE
AT THE PALACE THEATER
"
IN SALINA

"Three Las Vegans who were associated In the work or giving the patrons of the local picture shows good
programs and good music, are combined In the successful operation of the
Palace theater in' ' Salina, Kansas.
They are Jante', &cott JJuncan, Jr.,
manager of the .hou?e; ..Mrs. Anna
"
Simison,
pianist,: and J(h'n Cook,
drummer. The Salina Journal has the
following to Bay it will be noted that
Mrs. Simison is mentioned by her
maiden, name, Miss' Anna Fleck:
many friends ..of .Miss. Anna
Fleck who. returned to ftalina a few
RICH MAN 13 ILL
daiys ago from Las Vegaa, JJ. M., acSt. Paul, Minn., March 27 Freder- companied" by her parents-- . Mr. and
ick Weyerhauser of St. Paul, widely Mr, C. G Fleck, will be pleased to
known as "America's lumber king," learn that she is to malio bur future
and one. 6f the 'wealthiest men in the home in Salina and i
the
United, states, today was reported in position of pianist at the Palace Theaprivate dispatches to be dangerously ter. As a photoplay artist'.'Mlss Fleck
ill of pneumonia at his winter home is considered among the best in the
in Pasadena, Calif. Mr. Weyerhauser movie world. She first took np this
is 80 years oM.
work in Salina several years a?;o
playlm at the Isis Theater and
L
RESIGNATION ACCEPT!: D
thrpuph her great eclilevraents has
Iowa City, la., March 27. The state won for herself one" of the greatest
board of education this afternoon ac- snccossos of the day.
Fleck is
cepted the te'gnaUou of John CI. an accomplished musician beiyiij masT'ni-I- , ter of both classics
Bowman- - and" president of
and popnUir tnus- versHy of iwa ertftive' 55orn!if ao ana ling also won mucn tame lor
:

herselfc?ajn ofehjestra leader and In
orchestration' work." Mies Fleck who-iwell known in thie city having been

s

lug her education In the city 8choolE
here, graduating with many libriorp.
from thelocal high schools, is possess
ed of a most pleasing
personality and
winning ways which combined wfth
her many sterling qualities will no
doubt make her a greater favorite in
Salina than In the cities where she
has nlaVed. John W Cnnir ir an
expert trap drummer who ia also recently of Las Vegas will assist Miss
Fleck in her work at the Palace theater. Tie possesses great skill in the
art of imitation work in the moviea
arid is considered in ft class by himself
in his line-- . Miss Flock and her drummer will enter, their, new field of
duty
tonight and will' no doubt prove a
great drawing card at the' popular
movie theater on Santa Fe Avenue
which Mr. J. Scott Duncan,
jr., the
new manager, has already made new
and attractive in many ways.
,

,

i

1

Non-Ski- n

.

X

last night received a telegram from
Chicago, III., Informing him of the
pudden death of his mother,. Mrs
Elisabeth Kinkel, In that place early
Mr. Kinkel left this
last evening.
GO,
'
afternoon for Chicago.
Mrs. Kinkel was 70 years of age and
was visiting in Chicago. She was a
resident of St. Louis, and burial will
lJast Las Vegas. The incorporators occur at that place next week.
a short time ago'Mrs. George
LAS VEGAS GETS A snd directors are: Archibold Joseph If. Only
Kinkel
died in this city.
Chisholm, Robert Cairns Patterson,
Frank Montford Williams, Wllliin
PRAISES COLORED WIGS
Raymond Stovell of Trinidad, Colo.,
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, who accompaniand Kurt Robert Warschauer, of
ed Miss Blanch Goodall to Excelsior
Colo., each susbcribing for 500
Springs, Mo., returned last night on
shares.
A EROS WEEPER COMPANY.
WILL
train No. 8. Miss Goodall stood the
MAKE VACUUM CLEANERS ;'
Journey exceedingly well and no doubt
IN THIS CiTY
her health will be greatly, benefited
CLARK IS RENOMINATED
by the change. Mrs. Shearer stopped
t .
,' lk'i 17 V to"), i' v to Little Rock, Art, March 27- Prac- over in Kansas City one day to visit
ft .,", vadium cloantrs f It J tically complete returns from every the beauty parlors. Aside from see
on i,j)fr3 tc. y Mb. tl u county in Arkansas in Wednesday's ing the latest styles In hair dressing
r '
:ion commi
primary today Indicated tha renomi-i- i she saw wigs dyed in every .color of
ti p'f ail d SI tt'S be 4 orjututf the rainbow and while at first sight
r ( uin, y r.p - s Vf
at $ :,n dim), wim r C'i ? our Wi.ii n F kvv, iii. a bead of lavender or green hair to
;d
;vjtK.' of the etaio supreme court," fcen-- j match thf evening gowns looks odd,
' ili r (in
'i nd vi;--'.lastTirtt upon second consideration it roakJl
' c vt r i') , ib p'arf d
a pleasing' combination an; o doubt
'i
duv ,'at nl'ont ?..000.
in time wili lo U o i '

( THE GDAAF

:.'.,

City .Central Committee;
Notice is. further given' that there
has been entered into,, between the
Democratic City Central Committee
and the Republican City Central Committee, the-- ' following agreement; sul
ject to the approval of the said priThe
maries and said Convention.:
Democratic party shall name the City
Clerk,. City Treasurer and the Aldermen from1 the First ward, and the
eaid primaries and , convention are
hereby requested to take such action
in regard to this proposed fusion with
the Republican party as they shall
deem advisable.
la,. Vase, however, the proposed fusion la; not agreeable t the, voters of
the Democratic partyrof the City of
Las Vegas, the said primaries In
Wards Two, Three and Four are re- cmested to nominate one 'candidate
for Alderman In each of these wards
and the said City Convention 'Js requested to nominate a candidate for
Mayor, In addition to all other offices
to be filled At said coming City Elec
P. P. McELROY,.
tion.
Chairman.
Note The question of the nomina
tion of a councilman from the Fourth
ward is still under discussion between
the democratic and republican cen
tral committees,

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everythingineed-e- d
for the auto.

I

.

--

--

D. OF H. 13 ADMITTED

Santa Fe, March 27. The state corporation commission today issued a
certificate to the Superior Lodse, Degree of Honor, a fraternal insurance
company of South Dakota, but with
headquarters at Sioux City, Iowa. Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves is designated as the statutory
agent for New Mexico.
Finch's Golden Wed HI nls Tt?, am,;
in wood. Direct from, the distnieiT to
ycu. At the LoUy, of course. Ad.

